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To the moon and back and wherever missiles fly. Librascop

computers deliver ready answers for in-flight control guidano

I optimum trajectories, impact prediction, data reduction an

analysis. Throughout flight . . . Librascope missile computers are uninterrupte

by environmental extremes... and they will automatically and continuousl

check their own built-in accuracy. The compact size, minimur

weight and performance of Librascope missile computers hav

earned them important roles in our conquest of space. For infot

mation on how Librascope advanced computer capabilities ssRfjs&^i , I can answer you

particular needs, write to Librascope, 808 Western Ave., w£p5tBer^^&eS&ss*-- Glendale. Calil

Librascope, A Division of General Precision, Inc. For BBT'v^feg^^^^wf.: information cr

engineering career opportunities, contact Glen Seltzer, ibBF muM^dffi>$j^' EmploymentMgi

computers that pace man's expanding mind
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3M Materials Memo
News of materials tor the aerospace industry— selected from the 27,000 products of the 3M Company

II Snug As A Bug
hture's way of protecting certain little

i mphs of the insect world is to tuck them
ray in tough but cozy cocoons. Here
i :y snooze in silken comfort, oblivious to

' id, rain, snow, and everything else that

s :11s weather.

Now few pieces of hardware are

fiipped to spin their own protection

iiinst weather and corrosion. Yet, with

t: barrier wraps produced by our mid-

S iTES GUMMED PAPER DIVISION, yOU Can

fbtect your most vulnerable metal parts

vth coverings that put even Mother
liture to shame.

JNot only do the "Green Core Barrier

dps" keep weather out, they're equally

pd at keeping grease in, should you care

tilsmear your hardware with the messy
sjff. They're made in a range of construc-

jtps. For packaging applications where
i cl special high tensile requirements exist,

t;re are the standard materials with film

) Haded to paper bases. If your packages

gj rougher handling, one of the cloth

tie raps might be your ticket. Here you
Isj tensile strengths as high as 20 lbs./in

vlth and burst strength of 45 lbs./sq. in.

I Ml types are coated with compounded
n;rocrystalline wax for moldability. All
c the "Green Core Barrier Raps" offer

s f-sealability, so that pressure alone will

f m lock seals equal to the barrier mate-
rl in grease resistance. Then, of course,
tire's the added feature of waterproof-

n s. It's so good in this respect, it'd make
ane sandwich wrap for submariners.

Whatever your preservation problem,
1' us help you "wrap it up" by clipping
tl coupon for information.

S/W>3,000,000in.
A structure of maximum strength and
minimum weight is a sine qua non for

aerospace designers. Perhaps the most in-

triguing answer to their problem is a low
resin content reinforced plastic.

Although the industry generally accepts

12-13% resin as a theoretical minimum, a

somewhat higher figure is required in prac-

tical work. With our new type #1005
"Scotchply," an oriented glass fiber pre-

preg, it is now possible to fabricate a fin-

ished article having a 15% resin content.

The secret of its success is the uniform
controlled resin content — no resin-rich

areas and no resin-poor areas, as some-
times occur in wet filament wound struc-

tures. Also missing is the messy resin pot

of wet layups.

"Scotchply" #1005 has already demon-
strated a working design strength of 215,-

000 psi in structures with unidirectional

tensile requirements. This expressed as a
strength-weight ratio (S/W) is a whop-
ping 3,000,000 inches. Even in large tubu-

lar construction where cross plying is nec-

essary, design strengths of 140,000 psi (or

S/W of 2,000,000 inches) have been
achieved with standard winding equipment.

Type #1005 is only one of many
"Scotchply" formulations. A large num-
ber of other resin and filament combina-
ons are commercially available. Just

mail the coupon below for the full story

"rom our reinforced plastics division.

A Reel Performer
On the basis of performance, you might
think that "Scotch" Brand #198 and #199
Magnetic Tapes would demand the velvet

glove treatment of a Prima Donna. Tain't

so! They're the most tolerant and forgiv-

ing instrumentation tapes our magnetic
products division has had the pleasure
of producing. Run them at high speeds
and pressures — even high temperatures
and low humidity. They'll go on offering

peak performance with good resolution

and freedom from dropouts. The real

clincher is the fact that they'll go on doing
it for up to five times the life span of

standard tapes.

Just how can #198 and #199 heavy
duty tapes take this kind of punishment?
Let's take a quick look into their anatomy.
For high strength and wear resistance,

there's the polyester backing— 1.5 mils

thick on the #198 and 1 mil on the #199.
Even more important is the black mag-
netic coating using a binder system simi-

lar to that on "Scotch" Brand Video Tape.
It's this unique binder that takes the hon-
ors for minimizing rub-off, eliminating

troublesome head fouling and preventing
buildup of an electrostatic charge. What's
more, it'll permit operating temperatures
up to 250° F. (and all the way down to
-40° F, too!)

More data on these tough tapes can be
had simply by checking the box below—
or seeing your local magnetic products
division representative.

3M Company, Missile Industry Liaison—Dept. VAB-100
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Please send more information on "Green Core" Raps

"Scotchply" "Scotch" Brand Magnetic Tape

3M Products for the Aerospace Age.

Name

Firm_

ADDRESS-

ClTY -ZONE- .State

'GREEN CORE," ''SCOTCHPLY -
' AND "SCOTCH" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF 3M CO., ST. PAUL I

EXPORT: 99 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. CANADA: LONDON, ONTARIO.
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new
career

opportunities

SENIOR RADAR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
BS or MS degree and radar experience in one of the following specialized areas:

. . . experience in design of blanking circuits, deflection circuits, and video signal amplifiers, plus backgrounc

in the field of processing of radar information to include smoothing and filtering of radar data as part ol

human factors engineering.

. . . experience in video and high-frequency computing circuits. For example, phase deflector multipliet

circuits, IF amplifier circuits, summing video circuits, magnetron circuits, AFC circuits, and gated video circuits

Capable of design analysis of circuits and correction of design deficiencies. Experience should include packag-

ing, grounding, and shielding of video and RF circuits.

. . . experience in systems engineering on airborne radar equipment.

COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS 1
BS or MS in Electronics/Electrical Engineering to perform advanced development, product design, and pro-'

duction engineering of commercial products. Background preferred in VHF and UHF communications;

airborne and ground equipment— FM, AM, single sideband, selective signaling encoders and decoders, transis
(

torization of RF, Audio and pulse circuitry.

ENVIRONMENTAL TEST ENGINEERS I
Experienced electronic engineers to develop test methods and procedures for complex electronic component:

and systems.

Inquire about other opportunities in Milwaukee.

For additional information write the Director of

Scientific and Professional Employment:

MR. ROBERT ALLEN

Oak Creek Plant, 7929 S. Howell Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

AC Spark Plug • The Electronics Division of General Motors
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Los Angeles, California Boston, Massachusetts
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letters

Overclassification?

To the Editor:

In the Sept. 5 M/R, Countdown men-
tioned that extremely clear color photos

were made of a Russian missile warhead
on July 7 in the Pacific. These photos

were supposedly so clear that the type of

material (ablating) used on the re-entry

vehicle could be identified.

Why were these photos and the type

of material classified by the Pentagon?

Are we afraid the Russians will learn what

material they are using? Or are we afraid

our Western allies may find out?

This sounds to me like the perfect ex-

ample of the asinine classification of ma-
terial and withholding of information that

goes on every day and in many instances

harms the furtherance of technical ad-

vancement in many fields by private in-

dustry.

There may be a logical explanation

and I hope there is. But to the readers of

LUNAR and PLANETARY COMMUNICATION

RECEPTION
The 85 foot parabolic
antenna at Goldstone.
California built in

1958 and used in
tracking and record-
ing telemetry from
U.S. spacecraft. J

TRANSMISSION
This 85 foot antenna,
seven miles from
the reception facility,

has recently been put
in operation to trans-

mit signals to U.S.
spacecraft.

SENIOR RESEARCH SPECIALISTS
New opportunities involving advanced research and develop-

ment projects are now open at JPL in the Laboratory's Tele-

communications Division for engineers and scientists capable
of assuming a high level of technical responsibility.

SOME SPECIFIC OPENINGS IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE

Communication Specialists
Execution of RF tracking and

communication system projects.

Radio Research Engineers
Design of advanced RF

transmitter/ receiver equipment.

Research Scientists

Digital data and control system
analysis and synthesis.

Antenna Specialists

Analysis, design and evaluation
of giant Antenna Structures and

Servo Systems.

Mathematicians or Communication System Analysts
Analog and Digital system analysis. Noise, coding, in-

formation theory. Linear and non-linear filter theory.

Several openings also exist for supervisors of Research and
Advanced Development Projects performed by industry for JPL.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
PASADENA • CALIFORNIA

SEND COMPLETE QUALIFICATION RESUME NOW FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION

the article I'm sure it sounded ridiculoi

I enjoy each and every issue of y
fine magazine.

Bob Kietzman
Long Beach. Ci

Underclassification?

To the Editor:

I enclose a security notice ("O
Security Regulations") published by

Department of Defense in Washingl

D.C., copies of which were recently foi

one morning on the desks of all persoi

in the missile plant where I am emploj

They were placed there (in gi

faith) by the plant security group dui

the off-work hours.

The Sept. 19 issue of M/R had i

arrived in my mail basket.

I immediately began a quick pen

of it, as usual, when it fell open to p
41—and behold the map of the I

showing all ICBM bases present and f

posed, hardened or soft, plus Polaris N

sile Depot and other missile test cent

How do we reconcile publishing

this information with the enclosed noti

I realize this was released by Washingt

probably published elsewhere, etc.,

do we have to make it easy for the ei

onage agents of a foreign power? Ii

this carrying "freedom of the press"

the nth degree? I have been in the mis:

business several years, but did not aire,

have all of the information disclosed

that map. Our government again she

that amazing lack of coordination wh
has existed for so many years. Wouk
this be good material for Kennedy
Nixon to chew on in the present a
paign?

It seems to me that "security" in I

country will remain a farce as long

security positions are passed out as

litical plums.

Henry S. Mack
North Wilmington. Mass

Reader Mack is correct—all the

formation on the map was released b,

number of different official agencies,

a free country where projects are put

to open bids, and anyone can wan

through a cornfield with a camera, i.

impossible to keep the Russians from in

ing similar maps. Therefore the govt

inent would appear to be right in releas

the information for publication so thal\

American people can know, too.—Ed.

Titan Coverage
To the Editor:

Just a note to tell you what a bal

up job I thought you did with the spe|

report on Titan in the Sept. 5 issue.
j|

Baar's lead-off article was not only
|

moving but quite comprehensive, as a

the entire series, and I wanted to vil

my congratulations before any more t l

passed.

William B. Harwood
Director, Information Servl

The Martin Company
Cocoa, Fla.

6 Circle No. 8 on Subscriber Service Card. Circle No. 1 on Subscriber Service Card.



BENDIX
G-20
WITH ORGANIZATION CHART DESIGN

MEANS PRACTICAL EXPANDABILITY IN

BALANCE WITH APPLICATION GROWTH

Just as the organization chart of any enterprise

provides the framework for dynamic growth

and adaptation, so "organization chart" design

provides the framework for unparalleled

expandability in the Bendix G-20 data process-

ing system. This means that your G-20 can eco-

nomically match, step by step, your expanding

scientific or business computational workloads

. . . without sacrificing system balance. • Key to

the organization chart efficiency of the Bendix

G-20 is the ability of the Central Processor to

"delegate" routine data handling tasks to con-

trol buffers, acting as "line supervisors." Thus

freed, the Central Processor can make most
efficient use of its high computation speed, its

ability to schedule program priorities and

direct accessory equipment assignments. • The

ability to employ many control buffers gives

new meaning to expandability in the Bendix

G-20. Up to 70 input/output units can be

directed by each of these "line supervisors."

The Bendix G-20 has a complete line of acces-

sory equipment including keyboard, paper tape,

punched cards, high speed line printers, and

2 million word magnetic tape units. • Memory
represents another dimension of G-20 expand-

ability, ranging from 4,096 to 32,768 words.

• Investigate the organization chart design of

the Bendix G-20. See how it provides balanced,

practical expandability ... at a cost that assures

unequalled data processing performance per

dollar invested. • For detailed literature write:

Bendix Computer Division
DEPT. AL-2T LOS ANGELES 4-S. CALIF.
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he Countdown

WASHINGTON
nsorship in the Campaign?

Top Democrats are complaining that the Eisenhower
Administration is "withholding" from Senator Kennedy
nformation relating to national security. The clamp-
lown reportedly came during a recent visit to SAC by
he senator. Supposedly the word went out in conjunc-

ion with Vice President Nixon's call for a "truce" on
ill campaign material which would tend to indicate the

J.S. is weak in Khrushchev's eyes. But there is no con-

irmation of the truth of the Democratic complaint.

hon Getting Off Ground
The Navy's super-secret Typhon antimissile system is

)resently moving into the flight-testing stage. An offshoot

)f the Talos air defense missile, the long-range Typhon
vill have integral ramjet propulsion.

[tie of the A-ICBM's
In the budget skirmishing for FY '62 a bead is being

lrawn by the Air Force on the Army's Nike-Zeus. The
l eason is still money: the estimated $10 billion to $15
I lillion to produce the system in quantity. The heat of

I ittacks being made publicly indicates that the future

I banning for the A-ICBM is reaching the "moment of

ruth" in DOD's budget department.

>und the Corner: Pershing It

Pershing II—the Army's proposed 1000-mile tactical

aissile1—is understood to be only a short way around
he bend, if the Administration wants to move quickly,

resent schedules call for deploying the first operational

50-mile Pershing l's in late '62. Countdown is told

'ershing IPs could be in the field by about mid- 1963.

las Shot Due Soon
Look for another Midas IR surveillance satellite shot

on. First try last May was a partial success. Next
ird will contain an R&D payload.

^rational Intelligence

The Air Force discloses that the countdown for

perational Atlas ICBM's can be advanced now to within

ight minutes from lift-off—without degrading their alert

atus.

INDUSTRY
ther Boost-Glider

McDonnell Aircraft is working on an AF contract

>r the design of a boost-glide flight-test vehicle. No
2tails yet whether it is tied in with the Dyna-Soar or
presents a follow-on version.

it Office

McCormick Selph Associates and ITT have agreed on
joint manufacturing and marketing venture involving

a new exploding bridgewire system called XBS ... A
pact has been signed by McGraw-Edison and Standard
Oil of Indiana for joint R&D of fuel cells to find an
oxidizer for hydrocarbon, alcohol or hydrogen fuel . . .

Boeing is ready to set up a new enterprise to capitalize

commercially on research discoveries.

Big Sounding Rocket Buy
Marquardt's Cooper Development Division has won

a $417,000 Army contract for 600 meteorological rockets.

For an up-to-the-minute report on the expanding sound-
ing rocket market, see page 19.

INTERNATIONAL

$11 Million Question
Britain's Peter Thorneycroft (minister for aviation)

has wound up talks with Australia on the idea of forming
a space research "club." The club would be composed
of British Commonwealth and West European nations

who would cooperate in the launching radio and TV
communications satellites from Woomera. Key to the

plan is whether the Aussies will agree to contribute $11
million to the scheme. Right now the Australian defense

department is balking at the idea, if it has to provide the

money.

British Moon Vehicle

Hawker Siddeley's Advanced Projects Group is de-

signing moon exploratory equipment—including a ve-

hicle for an unmanned probe and a caterpillar-tracked

conveyance holding a crew of 12. The group also has a

proposal for a winged, recoverable space booster.

Japan Starts Weather Rocket

lapanese Science and Technology Agency is pro-

ceeding with a three-year plan to develop a camera-
equipped weather observation rocket. Camera would be

installed in the warhead to take photos from 1000
kilometers. Primes for the program are the Mitsubishi

Heavy Industries and Fuji Precision.

Soviet A-Plane
U.S. intelligence agencies reportedly have pictures of

a Russian nuclear-powered aircraft undergoing ground
tests. The craft is said to be a modified Bounder with

a 200-ft. fuselage and 80-ft. wingspan.

Sunburned Eskimos?
Latest idea bouncing around Soviet scientific circles

is to create a belt of potassium particles around the

earth—to increase the sun's intensity upon the earth.

The belt consisting of 1.75 million tons of potassium

would be installed at an altitude of 1200 km between
70° and 90° north latitude.

les and rockets, October 3, I960



Modest Proposal

For Survival

An Open Letter

to

Richard Nixon

and

John Kennedy

September 77

A FEW MONTHS from now a new admini-

stration will take charge of the nation's

affairs. These days, these times, cry out for new
and vigorous leadership.

The people of the United States desperately

need to know where they stand, where they are

going. More than anything they need to have
objectives.

It is apparent today to virtually every thinking

military and industrial leader that America as a

whole does not have now, and has not had in the

past four years, any grasp of what is at stake in

the "exploration" of space.

There is almost no general conception of the

fact that this exploration is linked technologically

and strategically with the future military strength

of the nation.

Our aircraft fly on the edge of space. Every
ballistic missile we fire from land, sea or air will

go through space. We are only a step from recon-

naissance and communications via space. Only a

step from spacecraft.

Yet the public has been lulled by the am-
biguities of the Eisenhower Administration into

believing that space really has no strategic im-

portance. It is merely a scientific curiosity, an

area to be explored for exploration's sake, with

possibly some gains in television and weather

forecasting.

Meanwhile, Russia forges ahead. Her military

strength at least equals ours. Combined with Red

China, it probably excels. Russia's initial space

exploits have been greater than ours. They are

providing the means for spectacular strategic

exploitation of space in the years immediately

ahead. This is the danger.

Redirecting our national defense and space

programs will be no simple or easy task for the

incoming administration. It will take courage and

boldness and imagination.

We, at Missiles and Rockets, believe that

such redirection must be accomplished. We sin-

cerely feel that the national survival may well

depend upon what the next administration does

to ensure our world leadership in both the mili-

tary and space fields.

As yet the election campaign has not pro-

duced a real debate on these most critical of

issues. The American people do not realize there

is such an issue.

They have no general awareness of the enor-

mous technological changes that are taking place,

no awareness of the dangers they create.

A Cosmic Curtain barring us from space
j

would make the Iron Curtain seem like Calico.'

With the thought foremost in mind that the;

nation needs firm objectives in defense and space,

that we must have hard goals to strike for, the

editors of Missiles and Rockets here propose a'

nine-point defense and space platform to start the-

next four years.

We should like to emphasize that it is only a

proposal and only a start. We offer it to help fill a

void which desperately needs filling. During the

next four years it must be modified and amplified

because it will inevitably be overtaken by tech-

nological achievements as yet unknown.

We offer it to you, Mr. Kennedy and Mr.

Nixon, as a "working paper." We ask that you

reply to this open letter, stating your views and

making your stand quite clear on these two closely;

related problems.

We ask that you bring these vitally important*

issues into the open so that American voters may!

know your intentions.

10 missiles and rockets, October 3, H



The Proposal

<t Recognize as national policy that we are in a
* • strategic space race with Russia.

Expedite present space projects to provide a
^-

' new and bold program with the following

goals;

Manned space platform—7965

A U.S. citizen on the moon—7967-68

Nuclear power for space exploration—7968-69

A spacecraft which can take off from earth,

travel to and in space, return and land under its

own power— 7968-69.

3 Recognize that "space for peaceful purposes"

* is possible only if "freedom of space" is en-

sured; hence that the U.S. military must be given a

predominant role in developing and carrying out

the projects necessary to guarantee freedom of

space.

A Establish pre-eminent strategic, tactical and
^* defensive forces with representation from all

services.

5 Recognize the necessity of greater defense

* funding to accomplish this, including a sup-

plemental budget in January, 1961, to make it

possible to:

Speed up to a maximum degree the construction

of ICBM launching bases, Polaris submarines and

the Mach 3 missile-carrying B-70.

Provide the Army with funds to begin the im-

mediate procurement of already-developed mod-

ern missiles, other weapons and airlift.

6 Establish further-on defense spending by need
* and not by budget ceiling.

y Streamline defense regulations and proce-

/ • dures to make industry's role in the U.S.

defense and space effort more effective.

Q Take what steps may be necessary to estab-

^ * lish and promote national scientific objectives.

Re-establish decision-making in the U.S. de-

fense and space organizations.9.

A Cosmic Curtain

Barring Us from Space

Would Make the

Iron Curtain

Seem Like Calico

THE OPEN LETTER on these pages

was sent to the two Presidential candidates

by registered mail on Tuesday, September

27.

Their replies and/or reaction to the

"Modest Proposal for Survival" will be pub-

ished in succeeding issues of the magazine.

We know that you, our readers, have

a great interest in what the next administra-

tion does in the space area; and an even

greater stake in having these questions dis-

cussed openly and forthrightly.

Missiles and Rockets, therefore, is

opening its pages to provide a badly needed

forum. Contributions from you, our readers,

are welcomed. We think your opinion is

vital.

All submissions will be treated in con-

fidence and anonymity will be strictly re-

spected where requested.

All letters should be addressed to:

Countdown for Survival

Missiles and Rockets

1001 Vermont Ave., N.W.

Washington 5, D.C, ',
.

; |

SEE EDITORIAL PAGE 50

nisles and rockets, October 3, I960 II



Ike's 'Off-limits' Speech

Clouds Space Policy Picture
AS THE NATION'S CAPITAL got back to work after two weeks of

rapt attention to bigger affairs at the U.N., some of the aftermath of the

sound and fury became clear. If there were no great victories, neither were

there any great defeats.

We had not won over the new African delegations to a discernible de-

gree, but neither had Khrushchev succeeded in abolishing the U.N. There

were no major shifts in world power. A spectacular space triumph hinted at

by Moscow Radio had failed to materialize, at least by M/R's press time.

One reaction to the speech made by President Eisenhower, however,

seemed evident. His words implying that space was "off limits" to the mili-

tary were being taken seriously in at least some quarters.

It had been taken for granted by almost everyone interested that the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration would cooperate closely

with the Air Force in its future Discoverer shots. Particularly was this

thought to be true because the Air Force may quite easily place a primate

in orbit before NASA does, and information gathered from such a success

would be highly valuable to NASA space scientists.

However, within a few hours of the President's proposals concerning

future space exploration, NASA officials not only denied that they would

cooperate on the Discoverer shots, but denied that they had ever intended to.

They also indicated that this would be the future policy.

The following is the text of the President's remarks concerning space:

Another problem confronting us

involves outer space.

The emergence of this new world

poses a vital issue: Will outer space

be preserved for peaceful use and de-

veloped for the benefit of all mankind?
Or will it become another focus for

the arms race—and thus an area of

dangerous and sterile competition?

The choice is urgent. It is ours to

make.

The nations of the world have
recently united in declaring the con-

tinent of Antarctica "off limits" to the

military preparations. We could extend

this principle to an even more im-
portant sphere. National vested in-

terests have not yet been developed in

space or in celestial bodies. Barriers

to agreement are now lower than they

will ever be again.

The opportunity may be Meeting.

Before many years have passed, the

point of no return may be behind us.

Let us remind ourselves that we
had a chance in 1946 to ensure that

atomic energy be devoted exclusively

to peaceful purposes. That chance was
missed when the Soviet Union turned
down the comprehensive plan sub-
mitted by the United States for placing
atomic energy under international con-
trol.

Proposals for Outer Space
We must not lose the chance we

still have to control the future of outer

space.

I propose that:

1. We agree that celestial bodies

are not subject to national appropria-

tion by any claims of sovereignty.

2. We agree that the nations of the

world shall not engage in war-like

activities on these bodies.

3, We agree, subject to appropriate

verification, that no nation will put into

orbit or station in outer space weapons
of mass destruction. All launchings of

space craft should be verified in ad-

vance by the United Nations.

4. We press forward with a pro-

gram of international cooperation for

constructive peaceful uses of outer

space under the United Nations. Better

weather forecasting, improved world-
wide communications, and more effect-

ive exploration not only of outer space
but of our own earth—these are but
a few of the benefits of such coopera-
tion.

Agreement on these proposals
would enable future generations to find

peaceful and scientific progress, not an-

other fearful dimension to the arms
race, as they explore the universe.

But armaments must also be con-
trolled here on Earth, if civilization is

to be assured of survival. These efforts

must extend both to conventional and
non-conventional armaments.

My country has made specific pro-

posals to this end during the past year.

New United States proposals were put
forward on June 27, with the hope
that they could serve as the basis for

negotiations to achieve general

armament. The United States
;

supports these proposals.

The Communist nations' walk-

at Geneva, when they learned that

were about to submit these propos

brought negotiations to an abrupt i

Their unexplained action does i

however, reduce the urgent need
arms control.

My country believes that negq

tions can—and should—soon be i

sumed.

Our aim is to reach agreement
all the various measures that will b:

general and complete disarmami

Any honest appraisal, however, n

recognize that this is an immense t

It will take time.

We should not have to wait i

we have agreed on all the detai

measures to reach this goal before'

begin to move toward disarmam
Specific and promising steps to

end were suggested in our June
proposals.

If negotiations can be resumes
may be possible to deal particu]

with two pressing dangers—that of

by miscalculation and that of moi
ing nuclear weapons stockpiles.

The advent of missiles, with

shorter reaction times, makes meas
to curtail the danger of war by
calculation increasingly necessary. Si

must be able quickly to assure i

other that they are not preparing
gressive moves—particularly in ii

national crisis, when each side t

steps to improve its own defenses w
might be misinterpreted by the oi

Such misinterpretation in the absi

of machinery to verify that neither:

preparing to attack the other, o
lead to a war which no one had
tended.

Today the danger of war by
calculation would be reduced, in ti

of crisis, by the intervention, when
quested by any nation seeking to p i

its own peaceful intention, of anil

propriate United Nations surveillil

body. The question of methods carl

left to the experts.

Thus the vital issue is not a m>|

of technical feasibility but the polil

willingness of individual countrieil

submit to inspection. The United Si I

has taken the lead in this field.

Today, I solemnly declare, on I

half of the United States, that wei
prepared to submit to any internatiJ

inspection, provided only that il

effective and truly reciprocal. This 1
we will take willingly as an earnesi

our determination to uphold the 1
amble of the United Nations Chartw
"to save succeeding generations fj
the scourge of war, which twice in I

lifetime has brought untold sorrovl

mankind . .
."
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If Huntsville conference . . .

NASA Launches Studies for Moon Ship

Von Braun group to invest several million dollars

for industry studies; three main approaches to moon are outlined

Huntsville, Ala.—The National

!
jeronautics and Space Administration

\
|j

sponsoring a series of wide-ranging

iiidies to help determine the nature of

lie launch vehicle that will follow

||fwH and provide for a manned land-

ing on the moon.

f| Dr. Wernher von Braun's Marshall

;
jjace Flight Center will award about

I contracts in the $50,000-$200,000

I
nge on 14 aspects of future planning

the next few months. Between 10

Id 20 companies will receive invita-

>ns to bid. The studies will cover

ese areas:

-Launch vehicle size and cost

alysis, study of trends in launch ve-

cle guidance and control systems, de-

;n study of homing systems for or-

!al rendezvous.

-Studies on the C-2 Saturn con-

uration, conceptual studies on launch

hides with thrust of 2 to 3 million

i. with fully recoverage stages.

-Early nuclear flight vehicle design

idy and preliminary design study for

nuclear third stage in an advanced
rsion of Saturn.

-A flight performance manual for

bital operations, design criteria for

bital operations and systems, design

iteria and propulsion systems for or-

:al launch vehicles and design criteria

r lunar and planetary launch vehicles.

• Approaching the moon—H. H.
pelle, Director of the Marshall Cen-
's future projects office, outlined the

|idy plans at the Center's two-day in-

strial conference. There are three ap-

oaches to the question of getting men
the moon. Von Braun said. He listed

tpm as:

-The brute force chemical ap-

Joach, using a Nova-type vehicle of

million lbs. takeoff thrust. The major
jection to this, he said, is cost. The
bva program alone could cost more
in the total present NASA budget.

-Orbital refueling and rendezvous,

which seven Saturn launches could
bit tanks of fuel to support a three-

an mission to the moon and return
ter a two-week stay. The objection

here is the need for multiple Saturn

launch facilities, since liquid hydrogen

will not keep indefinitely and seven

launches from a single complex might

take up to a year.

-Nuclear upper stages, lifted by

the basic 1.5-million-lb.-thrust Saturn

booster. The objection here again is

cost. The Center director estimated that

a nuclear engine might cost 5 to 10

times as much as a chemical engine of

similar power.

Later, Von Braun indicated he is

leaning toward the nuclear solution. He
told Missiles and Rockets that a

1500 megawatt reactor generating 80,-

000 lbs. of hydrogen thrust appears

practical and it may be possible to get

the reactor up to 4000 megawatts,

which would give 200,000 lbs. thrust.

If the higher thrust is impossible, the

engines could be clustered, he remarked.

Source of Slippage Rumor
Huntsville, Ala.—An overenthu-

siastic prediction by Dr. Wernher von

Braun apparently was responsible for a

report that the Saturn program is slip-

ping.

Von Braun told visitors to Hunts-

ville at the dedication of an IBM 7090
computer last June that a new series of

static tests would begin in "six to eight

weeks."

Actually, according to information

received by Missiles and Rockets,

Von Braun's subordinates were horri-

fied by the statement and are hoping

that everyone will forget it.

Last week, in reply to a wire serv-

ice query, NASA's Marshall Space

Flight Center reported that the series

actually will begin in November.
NASA spokesmen say the timing of

the series is unimportant—that more
data became available as a result of the

last test, and the new series won't begin

until the bird is completely modified

into a prototype of the flight version,

which still is to be flown next summer.

• Launching outlook—These other

developments were reported at the con-

ference, attended by representatives of

400 industrial, university, research and
government agencies.

-Eight modified Redstone rockets

are being produced for the early phases

of the Mercury man-in-space program.
The first two were assembled here and
the other six by Chrysler Corp., with

Reynolds Metals frames and Rocket-

dyne engines. All boosters have been
delivered to Huntsville and four have
been static-fired. The first Mercury Red-
stone is on the launch pad at Cape
Canaveral, following a capsule-booster

compatibility checkout here. The cap-

sule at the Cape is the only one de-

livered so far. NASA officials say

they're expecting delivery of the second
capsule from McDonnell Aircraft in

St. Louis "in a few days."

—Canadian-furnished topside iono-

spheric sounder will be one of eight

satellites launched by the Thor-Agena B
vehicle. Other items tentatively in the

list are four Nimbus advanced weather
satellites and the Polar Orbiting Geo-
physical Observatory (POGO).

-A series of five Ranger capsule

launches, by the Atlas-Agena B vehicle,

will begin next year. Ranger is a pro-

gram for a rough lunar landing but the

first two launches will not be aimed at

the moon. They will merely test per-

formance of components such as atti-

tude control system, power supplies and
communication equipment.

-The first ion propulsion system

will probably be flight-tested in 1964,

aboard a Centaur-launched spacecraft.

Interplanetary probes may carry dual

electrical propulsion-ion engines for

the long pull and arc jets for short

bursts of higher thrust, possibly for

breaking into a planetary orbit.

-Air transport hasn't been com-
pletely ruled out for the Douglas S-IV
second stage of the first Saturn vehicle.

Oswald Lange, Saturn systems director,

reported that he is extremely uphappy
about the long time required to ship

the stage by barge from the West Coast
to Huntsville and thence to the Cape.
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The Missile Space Week

First Titan Base Activation Contract Awarded
The first subcontract for Titan ICBM base activation was awarded to

Northrop Corp. last week by The Martin Co. The multimillion-dollar con-

tract covers installation and checkout of missiles and ground equipment of

the three-silo launch complex at Ellsworth AFB, Rapid City, S.D.

Meantime, the successful 5000-mile Titan shot on Sept. 28 used for the

first time a refined guidance system which permits ground control of turn (or

roll) in the first stage immediately after lift-off.

The data capsule ejected from the heavily instrumented dummy war-

head was recovered in the target area.

A few hours later, the Army"s Pershing suffered its first failure in seven

launchings at the Cape. It was the first attempt to separate the Pershing and

have its second stage fire. But the bird veered out of control and blew up.

Polaris Declared Still on Schedule
Polaris will still go operational this month in spite of two spectacular

bloopers, Vice Adm. William R. Raborn has promised. The first missile

launched from the Patrick Henry on Sept. 23 flopped ineffectually to the

ocean floor without igniting; the second blew up. Although a piece of wreck-

age left a large dent between hatches in the deck, no casualties were suffered

and damage was considered minor. Telemetry information is being studied

to determine the cause of the two failures.

Decision Due on B-70 Strength
Decision as to number of prototype B-70's the Air Force will buy is

"imminent," a DOD spokesman says, although production dates will not be

set until the program is farther along. DOD officials implied that develop-

ment would start in ample time to avoid further delays in the strategic

bomber program—now scheduled to become operational in late 1965.

The AF is also looking into best methods of beefing up the development
program; a decision as to the most feasible is expected shortly. There may
be a substantial fund increase in both 1961 and 1962.

Aerospace Recruiting Gains Momentum
Personnel recruitment will be stepped up next month at Aerospace

Corp., the Air Force's new in-house company replacing Space Technology
Labs. President Ivan A. Getting said the key executive spots are now filled

and a rapid buildup of technical teams is under way. Biggest problem has

been how to get as much technical know-how as possible from STL without

crippling it. Latest shiftover—Jack H. Irving, new Aerospace VP-general
manager, systems research and planning. Irving formerly was deputy to

STL's Allan Donavan, who now is Aerospace vice president and technical

director. Getting also reveiled that the laboratories division, headed by Dr.

Chalmers W. Sherwin, will play a bigger role in Aerospace than it did at

STL.

European Space Program Awaits Ratification

The proposed European space research program may get going shortly

insiders say, if six or more nations give it the nod. The embryonic European
Commission for Space Research—spearheaded by an energetic U. of Paris

professor— is meeting this week in London to complete its formal organiza-

tion. Nations invited to join: Belgium, Britain, Australia, Denmark, Italy,

The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, West Germany, and France.

Professor Pierre Victor Auger is executive secretary and chief protagonist.

Some of the assets in the group: France's highly successful Veronique, and
the possible resurrection of the impoverished British Blue Streak I Black
Knight space program. Australia's participation would bring in the Woomera
rocket range, to supplement the French range at Colomb Bechar.

Soviet Scientist Hints Man
In Space Shot to Come Sooi

A Russian will be in outer spa
before very long, according to Vladim
Timakov, vice president of the Sovii

medical academy.

Timakov, in an interview with Tas

said "there are no more problems coi

nected with (manned) space flights th;

cannot be solved by contemporai

science."

The Soviet scientist revealed coi

siderable information on the Red astri

nauts. He said they are all jet pilo

and of slight build, since "every grai

of weight counts in space."

Their daily training schedule, )

said, takes into account every minu
and requires approximately one mont
Training includes the study of astroi

omy, botany, medicine, electronics ar

geography, as well as specially select*

sports.

"Special pills have been developed

he said, "for correcting any nervov

system irregularities in case of ai

departure from normal in the astr.

naut's organism while in flight." A
cording to Timakov, however, the astr

naut will not actually pilot the spat

vehicle since "for safety reasons" spai

flights will be controlled from earth.

Conjecture that the Russians m;

have already tried unsuccessfully I

launch a man into space was strengt,

ened somewhat by reports from Switze

land that a radio ham may have ti

corded the voice of a Soviet rock

pilot. A 37-year old radio technici;

reportedly made a 25-second tape r,

cording on January 17 of transmissio

on the Russian satellite transmits

frequency. Due to the frequency usfl

and reception characteristics indicatiij

transmission from a "very fast-movin

object, he concluded that the voi?

may have come from a rocket pilot.
|

The recorded voice reportedly i]

peated the Russian equivalent of on|

two-three (ras-dva-tree) several timi:1

then faded away as it was apparent

pronouncing other words.

Plasma-Coated Nozzles

Take 5500° F Beating

Plasma application of metal coil

ings to experimental nozzles shcl

promising high-temperature charactel

istics at Rocketdyne's Solid Propulsi'J

Operations, McGregor, Tex.

The plasma-sprayed metal powdsi

have been instrumental in protectiifl

nozzles from exhausts exceediil

5500°F. Alumina, tungsten and tungsttl

carbide bond to the nozzles in appi

cation temperatures over 25,000*1
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Pre-election Moon Shot Still Possible

Latest probe effort fails with surprise fizzle

of Able; backup available for another launch late this month

THE LAWS OF astronomy give the

lenhower Administration one more
ince to achieve an earth-moon
jectory before election.

A backup Atlas-Able vehicle and
rload are on hand at Cape Canaveral

i an attempt presumably will be

.de when the moon next comes near

igee, in the period Oct. 22-26.

The seventh in America's dismal

ies of moon-probe attempts failed

rt. 25 when the Able second stage

ed to reach full chamber pressure

1 burned for only about 80 of the

eduled 110 seconds.

It was a case of the law of averages

ching up with the hitherto reliable

tjuglas-Aerojet-General Able. Aerojet

Ml Able had a perfect 15-15 record

nil then.

II
The cause of the engine failure was

ajler investigation. It could have been

ithe engine itself, in separation or in

H structure holding the nozzle in

pice.

II
The Atlas-Able vehicle, for which

llcials of the National Aeronautics

II Space Administration never were
llhusiastic, now has been plagued by
lee straight failures and, unless the

n;t one succeeds, may become obso-

lt; without ever achieving a successful

Inch.

19 NASA originally planned to fire

ly one Atlas-Able. The Atlas blew
11 on the launch pad in a pre-flight

tt: in September, 1959—the same
ninth the Soviets fired two successful

n on shots.

II In response to widespread public

Ijnand, NASA diverted an Atlas from
I Project Mercury test program for

II in a second Atlas-Able. That one,

inched Nov. 26, 1959, failed when
jlj fairing fell off the nose just as the

scond stage ignited.

t • No reflection on Altair—Ap-
BJently no more Atlases were available

H moon shots until this spring. At that

He, Dr. Abe Silverstein, director of

H NASA Office of Space Flight Pro-
Ejms, told the House Appropriations

Ipcommittee that the program had
Bin delayed for a new environmental

h of the payload package because of

H vibration level of the third-stage

Kket. Silverstein told M/R there was
W reflection on the third-stage Altair,

Hfsiles and rockets, October 3, I960

U.S. Moon Probe Attempts

Vehicle
Launch
Date Results

Pioneer I

(Thor-Able)

Pioneer II

(Thor-Able)

Pioneer III

(Juno II)

Pioneer IV

Atlas-Able I

Atlas-Able II

Atlas-Able III

Oct. II, 1958 Traveled 70,000 miles

Nov. 8, 1958 Third stage failed to ignite

Dec. 6, 1958 Traveled 63,000 miles

March 3, 1959 Achieved escape velocity, passed

within 37,300 miles of moon and
entered solar orbit

Never launched Vehicle blew up on pad September,
1959

Nov. 26, 1959 Fairing fell off nose just as second
stage ignited

Sept. 25, I960 Second-stage failure

manufactured by Allegany Ballistics

Laboratory, a Navy-Hercules Powder
Co. installation. Altair has had more
than 15 straight successes and ap-

parently fired again last week.

The 387-lb., 39-in.-diameter payload

was to have been put into a 5000-mile

orbit about the moon—one of the few
space spectaculars presumably within

U.S. capability that Russia has not al-

ready accomplished. A twin-chamber
hydrazine engine was carried to pro-

vide reverse propulsion. Each chamber
was able to deliver 20 lbs. thrust. Fuel

was carried to run the engines 1700
seconds.

The reverse thrust, designed to slow

the craft as it neared the moon, op-

erated by valving hydrazine across an
aluminum oxide catalyst bed. Pressure

is maintained by small nitrogen tanks.

Power is supplied by 22 solar-cell

modules producing 1.3 watts under di-

rect sunlight. The craft carried these

experiments

:

-A 1-lb. micrometeorite detector,

consisting of a diaphragm and a micro-

phone, to transmit to earth the sound

of particle impacts.

-A 5-lb. package of six argon-filled

cylinders ranged around a seventh

cylinder wrapped in a thin lead shield-

ing, which by ionization was to detect

electrons in the energy range of 12 to

70 million volts (Mev).
-A 2-lb. box containing an ioniza-

tion chamber and a Geiger-Mueller

tube for measurement of total radia-

tion—particularly in the medium-
energy range.

-A 2-lb. scintillation counter for

monitoring low-energy radiation.

-A 2V2-\b. flux-gate magnetometer,
similar to the instrument on Pioneer V
that detected a measurable earth mag-
netic field out to 65,000 miles.

-A 4-oz. photoelectric cell to report

when it is pointed at the sun—for use

as a reference for the magnetometer.

-A W2-V0. plasma probe experi-

ment, consisting of an electrometer

measuring the energy of protons passing

through a slit, to measure intensity of

the solar wind as affected by the elec-

static forces and magnetic field in the

earth's neighborhood, and strong solar

flares.

-Two packages weighing a total of

3V2 lbs. to measure the energy spectrum

of interplanetary protons and to meas-

ure any radiation trapped around the

moon.
Tracking duties were assigned to

Jodrell Bank, England; Millstone Hill,

Mass.; South Pt., Hawaii; Goldstone,

Calif.; Cape Canaveral and a small

receiver operated by Space Technology
Laboratories at Singapore. 8
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At ASA Convention

Air Force Brass Assails Army Zeus

San Francisco—Army"s Nike-Zeus

switched roles here last week at the Air

Force Association Convention. It was

the target of a large number of pot-

shots aimed by high AF brass.

They all agreed that an anti-ICBM

was the "most critical current need for

the nation's defense." But few thought

Zeus was the answer, in spite of the

fact that this is the only U.S. anti-

missile system even close to production.

Lt. Gen. Roscoe C. Wilson, AF
deputy chief of staff, dismissed the

Zeus as an exceedingly imperfect solu-

tion, "prohibitively expensive," and

"probably not the best approach to the

problem." He said that trying to de-

stroy a missile in the mid-flight phase

of its trajectory offers the least pros-

pects for a solution; he pointed out

that the AF is concentrating its re-

search on a launch-phase kill.

AFA directors, in drafting the As-

sociation's statement of policy, mini-

mized the Army's Zeus effort and

plumped for more vigorous antimissile

research—deploring the "singular lack

of imagination, determination and
tenacity" in this area.

On the other side. Gen. Laurence
S. Kuter, Chief of NORAD, said that

his organization favors pushing Zeus
as the best answer currently available.

He urged an immediate start of pro-

duction.

Still a third view was expressed by

Dr. Edward Teller, of the University

of California, who called the AICBM
concept impossible and advocated sur-

veillance and intelligence satellites as

the best U.S. hope for preventing mili-

tary domination of space by an enemy.
"Such vehicles would be better pro-

tection than any anti-ICBM device

we're likely to conceive now or in the

future," the H-bomb physicist said.

• First do the research—There was
a noticeable lack of speculative or

wildly imaginative predictions on mili-

tary uses of the space environment at

this year's panorama here. Instead,

there was the soft sell: learn more first

through research about the space en-

vironment before going ahead with

operational systems.

George Sutton, former ARPA chief

scientist now with North American
Aviation, Inc., took the stand that it

is difficult to see how we can use spa

for either offensive or defensive mea
until there is much more research.

Sutton sees a gradual, but n

radical, increase in funds for spa

projects. He said that future projef

will be selected much more careful

to give a longer lifetime before obi

lescence. Next year, he added, thq

will be little money available for stl

ing new projects.

James H. Doolittle, chairman of]
board of Space Technology Label
tories, predicted that in the next decfl

our principal deterrents, both offem
and defensive, will be in space. 1

said space will have a role in the la

tical mission and that main defensr

systems would be in reconnaissanc;

navigation, communications A
meteorology.

• Planning and economizing—Bi

ter planning and management we
called for to utilize our technologic

advancements. "The pacing factor

our progress today is not technolo,'

but management," said Lt. Ge
Bernard A. Schriever. "Unless its

properly applied, we will lose the w|

of survival."

Maj. Gen. Kenneth P. Bergqua
commander, AF CCDD, pointed o!

that revolutionary advances in the d<

structive power of weapons and in tj

speed and range of delivery systaij

have created a "crisis in command]
He said there is a real danger til

command and control systems will "£

between two stools," being neither 1

liable enough to permit us to lauJ
a quick strike before being hit by
surprise attack nor survivable enouj

to control our reaction after being hi

From a program sense, Bergqttf

said, more attention must be paid I

planning in the early conceptual phas

of these systems to insure that the nef
is sound, the systems are achievali

from the state-of-the-art viewpoint, aij

that sufficient analysis is conducted 1

insure that the system is within reasoj

able or anticipated resources.

The need for economy was stresll

by several speakers. According to I

Gen. W. F. McKee, vice-command
AMC, industry can expect intensifin

efforts to reduce costs and must ll

prepared to readjust accordingly.

Maj. Gen. O. J. Ritland, BNjf

Commander, said efforts are alrea(|

being made to cut the cost of puttii i

payloads in orbit.

missiles and rockets, October 3, I"

How Dyna-Soar Will Look
THE AIR FORCE says that the manned version of Dyna-Soar "does not require

acceleration" at this time and isn't being considered primarily as a competition with

Russia to get a man into space. The configuration shown above was released by the

Air Force at the AFA and is similar to the Dyna-Soar design first revealed in M/R
(June 13, p. 18, and Aug. 15, p. 13). Experimental flights of the space glider are planned
within three years, using a specially designed finned Titan as booster. (See cover.)
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offices: Pennsalt of Can-

ada Ltd., Oaksville, On-
tario. Pennsalt Chemi-

cals GmbH, Ludenscheid,

Germany. Industrial

Quimica Pennsalt, Mex-
ico City, Mexico.
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In early 1960, American craft pierced the North Pole in two elements. Fathoms below solid ice, the USS Sarg

probed unerringly to "90 North"; miles above, a GAM-77 missile on a B-52 pinpointed the featureless goal. Bot<

used Inertial Navigation systems by Autonetics—where today's results pave the way for tomorrow's breakthrough:

Electromechanical Systems by Autonetics Division of North American Aviatiol
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• Australia, Canada, France and Japan are leaders

abroad; Buenos Aires symposium may add impetus

• Directory of U.S. sounding rockets: the first unclassified

compilation to be published

• Dr. S. Fred Singer reports on European programs and

plans to buy U.S. rockets and instruments
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SOUNDING
ROCKETS
SPECIAL REPORT

Market

by Jay Holmes

SOUNDING ROCKETS—an are

often overshadowed by the more news

worthy satellites and long-range mis

siles—provide a steady and growin,

market for the U.S. propulsion indus

try. A big new demand is developini

abroad.

Government agencies are spendinj

about $6 million this year on smal

lockets used for weather sounding, in

vestigation of the upper atmospher
and near-space, target missiles and de

velopment testing of satellite systems

Another $15 to $30 million will b

spent on launch vehicles for the NAS/
Scout and the Air Force Blue Scou

programs, designed for longer probe

and orbiting small satellites.

Dozens of sounding-rocket vehicle

are under development and test by th

military services and the National Aerc

nautics and Space Administration. Bi

nowhere in the government is there

central repository of information o

sounding-rocket performance, reliabi

ity, costs and other factors.

To fill this gap, NASA's Langle

Research Center last week receive

bids from industry on a 3Vi-monl

study of the data for 1 6 existing souni

ing-rocket systems and individual pe

formance, reliability and cost repor

on 20 rocket motors. NASA spokesmc

said, however, that the study will n

necessarily be limited to the moto

and vehicles listed. The results will I

made public as a NASA technic?

report.

A NASA official was asked will

such a job would be performed by ;|l

industry contractor, who might find fj

1

difficult to be completely impartifl

about the value of a system if it bi]

SIX-STAGE research rocket is readiedM
firing at Wallops Island. Visible stages t« I

Honest John, Nike and Lance.

missiles and rockets, October 3, "'|J



rowing at Home and Overseas

f.S. programs this year will invest $21 to $36 million in area

roviding profitable production work; weathermen seek bigger firing schedule

[xperience or an interest in selling a

System. The official, who preferred not

) be quoted by name, said the work
| 'ill be closely monitored and any im-

jartiality would be recognized easily.

• First unclassified list—Pending the

IASA study, Missiles and Rockets
resents the first unclassified compila-

on of sounding rockets as part of this

jecial report. Performance figures are

> given by manufacturers. Rocket per-

>rmance is based on unclassified gov-

nment reports. (See p. 26)

The proliferation of new rockets

;id multi-stage systems results from
le steady trend from solids to liquids,

he Aerobee, a liquid system, was the

[ily research rocket flying a few years

>o. Now, dozens of solids have
pached the point where they are com-
btitive.

Aerobee-Hi is still in heavy use be-

iuse its long use has made it ex-

emely reliable. And, as a low-acceler-

tion liquid system, it will not beat up
sensitive payload. But Aerobees are

[pensive; both NASA and the military

ill be interested if solids can be de-

:loped to do the job cheaper and more
liably.

• Profit advantage—Reliability is a

Jiquirement stressed repeatedly by
punding-rocket users. To get it the

firchaser is often willing to sacrifice

:rformance; the most popular rockets

e obsolescent.

For the manufacturer, small sound-

g rockets provide one of the few
leas in the missile/ space business

jhere he can go into production

—

jten a more profitable endeavor than

ipensive research and development
iograms.

Firing of small rockets is expected

I increase both in this country and
•Toad. The Committee on Space Re-
fcrch (COSPAR) of the International

'}uncil of Scientific Unions is sponsor-

(g worldwide programs that will in-

crease in frequency in the coming years.

Last month, from Sept. 16 to 22,

research rockets were launched around
the world in an International Rocket
Interval observed for the second year

as an outgrowth of the International

Geophysical Year. Two such intervals

will be observed next year. The greatest

number of firings in September were
for meteorological investigations in the

altitudes from 15 to 40 miles.

• Need will expand—In this country,

meanwhile, cautious moves are under
way toward establishment of an opera-

tional meteorological network. Begin-

ning Oct. 17, seven or eight rocket

ranges will fire one meteorological

rocket daily on weekdays for an entire

month. The "rocket month" will oc-

cur once each season, building up to

a time when 10 ranges will be taking

part.

Meteorologists in the U.S. Weather
Bureau and the military weather serv-

ices want to bring the firing rate up to

one shot a day from points on a grid

500 to 1000 miles apart across North
America. To forecast weather accur-

ately for jet aircraft operating at 60,-

000 ft., weathermen need detailed in-

formation on winds up to 200,000 ft.

Until now, the Army has been pro-

curing most of the rockets and supply-

ing many of them to agencies operat-

ing the other ranges. In Fiscal Year

1960, the Army bought 500 rockets. A
spokesman for the Army at White

Sands, N.M., said it is expected that

procurement this year will be at about

the same rate. If the firing rate is in-

creased, other agencies will have to

pitch in and buy some rockets.

Circulating in the Weather Bureau

is a proposal to procure a relatively

large supply of sounding rockets in FY
•62.

• Early models—Up to now, about

four-fifths of the rockets used for alti-

tudes up to 200,000 ft. have been the

Atlantic Research Corp. Areas. The re-

mainder were an uprated version of the

Loki, an old Army antiaircraft missile.

However, neither the Areas nor the

Loki is completely satisfactory for an
operational sounding-rocket system,

Weather Bureau sources say. Areas, an
end-burning polyvinyl chloride motor,

generates a thrust of 350 lbs. and burns

28 seconds, with a maximum acceler-

ation of about 30g.

The low acceleration of Areas
treats the payload gently, contributing

to reliability, and uses much of the

thrust at high altitude, where the rocket

is more efficient. But if there are winds
aloft, they can cause a high degree of

dispersion on the way up. This is not

a serious problem on a national rocket

range. But it creates difficulty in the

neighborhood of a populated area.

Loki, on the other hand, burns at

2000 lbs. thrust for 1.9 second, giving

maximum acceleration of 200g. The
bullet-like ascent overcomes some of

the dispersion problem, but the acceler-

ation gives terrible punishment to the

payload.

One Weather Bureau official cal-

culated that the Areas case will fall in

an area 20 by 40 miles, while the Loki

case can be counted on to fall in an

area 10 by 25 miles. In both cases, the

payload is returned by parachute.

An even narrower dispersion—5 by

20 miles—results if the Loki is fired

from a 5-in. gun as in the Navy's High

Altitude Sounding Projectile (HASP),
just developed by the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, Silver Spring, Md. So far,

however, NOL is using an older model

of the Loki, which reaches only 20

miles altitude with the weather sonde,

consisting of a temperature-measuring

thermistor and a radio transmitter

powered by a 6-volt battery.

• Newcomer—Another entry in the

contest is provided by Rocketdyne's

new Aeolus weather-sounding rocket,

Issiles and rockets, October 3, I960 21



ALTAIR fourth
stage of NASA's
Scout is given last-

minute checks at

Wallops before be-

ing raised to its final

position atop the

first three stages of

the space explora-

tion vehicle.

under development in a company-spon-
sored program. Rocketdyne reports that

Aeolus is designed to reach just as high

as Areas with a rocket midway in per-

formance between Areas and Loki.

Aeolus' motor burns at 660 lbs. thrust

for 12.7 seconds, holding acceleration

to a maximum under 30g for a 6-lb.

payload.

Aeolus may not fare well in com-
petition with Areas and Loki immedi-

ately because an established rocket,

with a long reliability record, will be

preferred. However, if performance
meets the claims based on design, it

may eventually move into the picture.

For use very close to cities, at least

two companies are studying the possi-

bility of a consumable rocket. One ob-

vious possibility would be a rocket with

case and nozzle of heavy, paper-like

material, which would burn up on the

way down. Another is a paper rocket

operating on the nozzleless principle.

Neither of the companies involved is

willing to go into details, on the ground
that it is too early.

• Next Class—After the weather-

sounding rockets, the next class of im-

portance is those capable of lifting pay-

loads into the ionosphere, which begins

at about 70 miles altitude. For many
years, that job was handled by the old

Aerobee, a liquid rocket burning nitric

acid and alcohol. For altitudes above

150 miles, Aeioiet-General added a

solid booster.

Recently, Aerojet has developed the

Aerobee Jr. {Aerobee WO), which uses

the solid booster and a scaled-down

22

Aerobee motor. This utilizes the com-
parative economy of the solid booster

to reduce the size—and thus cost—of

the liquid engine, which burns IRFNA
and JP-4 in the latest version. NASA
has flown one Aerobee Jr. and has six

on order. Aerojet says they cost about

$20,000 apiece.

In an effort to produce an all-solid

rocket thai will compete with Aerobee
Jr., the Naval Research Laboratory—
and later NASA—sponsored develop-

ment of the Arcon by Atlantic Re-
search Corp. However, NASA officials

report, Arcon did not reach the altitude

desired and was not procured.

Last spring, NASA gave Atlantic

Research a $100,000 contract to con-

vert Arcon to aluminized propellant

and make some other changes to bring

it up to the present state of technology.

If the program is successful, the

new Arcon—which the company calls

Archer—may prove a serious competi-

tor for Aerobee Jr.

Next along the line is a two-stage

vehicle, Nike-Cajun, which is in wide

use to lift payloads of about 50 lbs. to

about 100 miles. The booster, taken

from the Nike-Ajax, develops 50,000

lbs. thrust for 3 seconds. Cajun, a

Thiokol rocket used in the Pogo-Hi
target missile, gives 8100 lbs. thrust for

2.8 seconds.

For yet higher altitude, Nike is

used with the Asp, a Cooper Develop-

ment rocket to lift 50 lbs. to 150 miles.

Some competition for Nike-Asp may
come from Nike-Apache, using a new
Thiokol upper stage that probably

won't reach quite as high, but which

Thiokol says will be more reliable.

• Higher level—Another layer ol

the ionosphere begins at about 181

miles up. A standard vehicle capable ol

going this far is the Aerobee-Hi {Aero-

bee J50). But it costs about $30,000,

Everyone in the business is interested

in a vehicle that will do the job cheaper

The solid-liquid Aerobee-Hi holds i

large volume payload and treats ii

gently with an acceleration that stay;

under 1 3g. A possible competitor undei

development is the Iris, an end-burnin;

Atlantic Research solid. Iris, begun b;

NRL and continued by NASA, liftec

150 lbs. of test gear to 140 miles in it

first test last summer.

Next on the ascending order is tb<

Exos, a three-stage solid vehicle de

veloped for the Air Force by the Uni

versity of Michigan. The Exos, a com
bination of the Honest John Army mis

sile motor, a Nike and a Thiokol Re>

emit, has lifted 80 lbs. to 300 milesl

A later version of Exos uses as thir<

stage the Yardbird, a Thiokol rocke

that burns slower, reducing the g loa*:

on the payload, and lifts it a littli

higher. Since NASA now has no thre«

stage rocket in this performance rangd

it is possible that it may adopt Exos.\

Continuing up the scale is the Arg\

E5, a five-stage vehicle produced b'

Aerolab Development Co. for Projer

Jason, the measurement phase of tl

Project Argus nuclear explosions i

space. The E5 lifted payloads to tl

400-500 mile range.

Since then, NASA has switchel

over to Argo D4, which the Air Foni

called Javelin, for that class of exper

ment. The D4, also produced by Aeri!

lab, gets up to 7-800 miles and has tl|

simplicity advantage of having onj

four stages.

On the highest suborbital levil

NASA is using the Argo D8, sometim

called Journeyman. In its first test Sefjj

19, Argo D8 lifted the 83-lb. NERJ
(nuclear emulsion recovery vehiclu,

payload 1200 miles up and 1200 mill,

down the Pacific Missile Range.

This year, NASA is concentratiil

on Aerobee, Nike-Cajun, Nike-Aii

Argo D4 and Argo D8 for its subct

bital missions. The Air Force is usi l;

Aerobee, Nike-Cajun and Exos.

NASA will procure a few Britil

Skylark rockets for missions in t|

Southern Hemisphere. It decided to f f

i

Skylarks from the Australian range
j

Woomera rather than go to the experfj

of delivering U.S. rockets and estip

lishing special launch facilities.

For the longest and highest Sin

orbital missions, Scout and Blue Scdl

will be used—creating a fuzzy bord jjl

line between sounding rockets aI
satellite launch vehicles.

missiles and rockets, October 3, 19 M
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SOUNDING
ROCKETS
SPECIAL REPORT

Europe's Ambitious Plans to Explore

Extreme interest in small sounding rockets

for upper-atmosphere research opens big market for U.S. makers

by S. Fred Singer

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES entering

tie rocket and space research field have

wo great advantages over the United

States, both arising from the fact that

.hey are largely indifferent to prestige

pnsiderations: They can afford to de-

velop their best vehicles for scientific

lurposes, and they can spend time in

peking an economical approach to their

pace research interests.

J

On the other hand, of course, many
If the exciting problems are being at-

pcked in the United States and the

Joviet Union with advanced sounding

ockets and satellites. For this reason,

le European scientists interested in

pper-atmosphere exploration and other

pace experiments are spending much
ime and serious thinking on the design

f the experiments and on the best ap-

proach to them.

This philosophy was keynoted by
kritain's Prof. H. S. W. Massey in his

peech during the inaugural program of

pe August meeting of the International

ptronautical Federation in Stockholm.

He suggested, in fact, a network of

founding rocket stations to probe the

pportant problems of the ionosphere

^-and even the lower atmosphere from

|0 to 50 miles, which is now beyond
pe reach of balloon-borne equipment.

With this in mind, it is interesting

p see how various European countries

ire proceeding, each in its own way, to

pt up a sounding rocket program.
The Italians, for example, have

jtarted rocket tests on the island of

jardinia and are planning, later this

ear, to launch two Nike-Asp rockets

Wth various geophysical experiments,

[rofessor L. Broglio, of the University

f Rome, has been mainly concerned
pith problems of aerodynamics and re-

jntry physics, while Professor G. Rig-

|ini, of the Astrophysical Observatory
Id Florence, has described the interest-

jig results which can be obtained with
bunding rockets during solar eclipses.

I One of the projected experiments
pvolves the release of sodium vapor

p a means of determining winds in

Ikissiles and rockets, October 3, I960

UMBILICAL CONNECTION is set prior to a recent launching of the French Veroni-

que rocket at Colomb-Bechar in the Sahara Desert.

the ionosphere, The luminosity will be

tracked by optical ground stations lo-

cated on the Italian mainland and on

Sardinia.

• Auroral exploration—One of the

most important locations for upper-

atmosphere research is the auroral

zone. At the present time, the only well

established launching station for rockets

is located in Fort Churchill on Hudson
Bay. At this Canadian station many of

the important IGY experiments were

conducted.

The Canadian National Research

Council is now carrying on a program
which is based on a Canadian-built

sounding rocket, the Black Bart. This

rather large, single-stage solid-propel-

lant rocket will be used first to measure

the incidence of cosmic rays produced

after solar flares, and to study auroral

particles. Launchings are expected in

the very near future.

Sweden and Norway also are con-

sidering launching stations in the auroral

zone and hope to make similar experi-

ments, but with greater emphasis on

studying the properties of the ionos-

phere itself and evaluating propagation

conditions in the polar zone.

• U.S. rockets being chosen—Both

Sweden and Norway have pretty well

decided to use American-built rockets,

and plan to buy them directly from

various suppliers in the United States.

They have scientists who could con-

struct small sounding rockets in their

own defense laboratories, but they can-

not spare the manpower from their

more urgent defense problems and

therefor prefer to buy available equip-

ment.

Among the rockets which they are

going to favor are the medium-sized

Nike-Cajun and Nike-Asp, and the

smaller Areas, Asp, and Phoenix

rockets. No final decision has as yet

been made; the Scandinavians are

studying very carefully the experience

of various American experimental

groups before making firm plans.

The projected Swedish launching

station is located exactly on the Artie

circle near the little town of Jokkmokk.

23
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The range there has been in use as an
artillery and military rocket range. The
region is deserted enough so that no
serious problems exist for sounding
rockets which go to altitudes of 100
miles.

The Sweden Space Committee con-

sists of a group of well-known physical

scientists under the chairmanship of

Professor Lamek Hulthen of Stock-
holm. The Secretary of the committee
is Dr. E. A. Brunberg.

The Norwegians are considering a
launching station on the west coast in

the vicinity of the Auroral Observa-
tory of Tromso. Firing out over the
North sea, they will be able to deal with
rockets of any altitude without any
serious safety problems.

The Norwegian approach is very
much keyed to a small rocket with a
small, near-portable launcher. The
group concerned with these launchings
is from the Norwegian Defense Re-
search Establishment at Kjeller; it is

primarily interested in the physics of
the lower ionosphere. Its space com-
mittee consists of a distinguished group
of scientists under the leadership of Dr.
Odd Dahl and Professor Sven Rosse-
land. The secretary is Dr. B. Landmark.

• Down-to-earth space talk—Many
of the European plans and problems
were aired at the Stockholm Sympo-
sium.

The first session dealt with available
small sounding rockets; in this session,

various American speakers discussed
the Nike-Cajun, Areas, Asp, Phoenix,
Terrapin and other proven vehicles. The
British described their solid-propellant
Skylark, and the Japanese gave a very
detailed account of all of the work
done in connection with the Kappa
rocket.

The second session of the Sympo-
sium was devoted to a very practical
discussion of questions of launching,
range problems, instrumentation prob-
lems, both on the ground and in the
rocket. This took the form of an in-

formal panel in which the chairman de-
bated certain technical questions with
members of the audience who had ex-
perience, for example, in telemetering or
in the design of launchers.

The third session was devoted to
scientific plans. Here a number of
scientists discussed the disciplines and
problems in which small rockets could
make an important contribution.

• Variety of possible experiments

—

Dr. M. Nicolet of Belgium described
some of the unsolved problems of up-
per-atmosphere chemistry. He indicated,

for example, hou rockets carrying vari-

ous reactive gases or metal vapors
could be used to trace the photo-chemi-
cal processes which yo on in the ionos-

phere. A great variety of such experi-

LONG TOM rocket, highly sophisticated

sounding vehicle, shown at Woomera.

ments could be attempted.

In some cases even small quantities

of reactive gases could affect the prop-

erties of the atmosphere in an impor-

tant way. Frequently, luminosities would
be produced, which could be ob-

served and tracked from the ground

during the night. In other cases, the

ionization in the upper atmosphere
would be affected. It became clear

that 20 to 50, or even 100 rocket ex-

periments per year could well be car-

ried out in this program alone.

Far more important in terms of

numbers are meteorological measure-

ments with small rockets. These were
described by Dr. Bolin of Sweden,
who pointed out some of the investiga-

tions which could be conducted at al-

titudes above 100,00 feet, inaccessible

to meteorological balloons.

For meteorological purposes partic-

ularly, it is necessary to make synoptic

observations at many points on the

earth's surface. Dr. Bolin looked for-

ward to several hundred or more
rocket firings a year before some of

the problems concerned—particularly

those involving polar meteorology

—

could be cleared up.

• Mysterious clouds—An interest-

ing subject touched on by Dr. Witt of

Sweden was described the phenomenon
of "noctilucent clouds," which exist at

altitudes of some 50 miles. The origin

of these clouds is not as yet settled.

They are seen in the sub-Artie region,

but rather infrequently. One school of

thought holds that they are little ice

crystals; others think that they may be

dust particles. One way of investigat-

ing their origin would be to release

dust particles from a rocket to see

whether such clouds can be formed
artificially.

Prof. Alfven of Stockholm described

some of the important problems of the

aurora which could be attacked by

means of small sounding rockets. Hel

stressed particularly the use of mag-,

netometers—for example, some of the

newer proton precession and electron

precession magnetometers which de-

veloped recently in the United States.]

The magnetometer readings can trace

out the distribution of electric currents]

in the aurora. Some of these currents]

have strengths of several hundred thou-i

sand amperes and important effects oi

the earth's magnetic field.

A vital topic is communication ir'

the polar regions. Radio communica!
tion is often affected by solar outburst!!

of high-energy particles, so called solaij

cosmic rays. The earth's magnetic fieki

focuses them into the polar zones; then*

they can produce sufficient ionization!

at low enough levels, between 50 to 8(J

km, to cause a radio blackout.

Dr. Hultqvist of the GeophysicaJ

Observatory of Kiruna in northen;

Sweden described how his group i|

planning to study the mechanism o|

polar-cap absorption and radio blackoul

in more detail by means of high altij

tude sounding rockets.

Finally, Prof. Tengstrom of Up|

sala, Sweden talked about the use ol

rockets for geodetic purposes. Smaj
light sources carried aloft could bl

used to triangulate over large distance^]

He showed how a chain of some dozekl

rocket launching stations across th|

earth could be used for more accurals

map making and studies of the shape cm

the globe.

• Big export potential — Whs!
emerged from the Stockholm Sympdl

sium was, first of all, the extreme ir ,

I

terest with which European scientist!

now regard the use of small soundin 1

rockets as a tool for upper-atmospheii'|

research and as a means for getting itJ
to space work.

Funds are becoming available tfl

them in increasing larger amounts dffl

rectly from their respective govern!

ments. For example, the Swedes hojll

to be supported directly by the Swedisil

parliament, rather than through tlB

existing National Research Councijl

An important export market appeaB

to be opening up for American-macB

rockets and instrumentations.
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OUNDING
OCKETS

SPECIAL REPORT

Four Nations Lead Foreign Progress

by Bernard Poirier

THE FOUR outstanding sounding

)cket programs outside the United

Mates and Russia—judged in terms of

Irogress—have taken place in Aus-

ifalia, Canada, France and Japan.

The longest continuing effort has

[pen accomplished by France, whose

Ipunding rocket development started in

[839 and continued throughout World

[var II. A French research rocket de-

leloped during the war has design lines

[pmmon to most sounding rockets used

Ipd developed since then.

Countries showing promise for the

Ipming year include India, Italy,

ilrgentina and Sweden. Of these, only

I ply appears to have satisfactory gov-

Ijrnment backing. Argentine rocketry

I partially state-supported. Space re-

llarch may get more recognition, how-

lil'er, if the November rocket sympo-
r kim in Buenos Aires is as successful

|| anticipated.

I Future military implications are ob-

|
pus with the revelation of the French

Ijntan?.? rocket tests. Designed by the

Ijffice National d'Etudes et de Recher-

||ies Aeronautiques (ONERA) this

llur-solid-stage rocket evolved from the

INERA 56/39-22D, which had two

fluid stages and two solid stages.

I • First act for France's IRBM

—

he Antares first and third stages are

Jade by SEPR. The new second stage

las conceived by the Ruelle Naval
Irsenal's Service d'Etudes et de Fab-

Ipations d' Engins Speciaux. The last

Ipge—solid-fueled and instrumented

—

Iks developed by ONERA. Rocket fuel

II produced by France's Service des

Ipudres.

I

The May test of the Antares was
I inducted by the French Navy and
HNERA on Levant Island primarily

l|r the benefit of Sud-Aviation (one
It the prime IRBM development con-

tactors of France's S.E.R.E.B. or-

llnization), whose IRBM is symbol-
Rd as the SS.BS.l.

II First-stage thrust was 44,080 lbs.

Jr 5 sees; second-stage 4408 lbs. for

It sees., and third-stage 7714 lbs. for6 sees. The fourth stage was fired

14 the downward trek at an altitude

K 27.95 miles. It was during this period

H the 6V4-min. flight that the nose
|ne attained maximum re-entry ve-

locity of 7286 ft./ sec. at 15.5 miles

altitude.

• Classical vehicle design — The
Veronique is one of France's top mete-

orological vehicles for tests above 120

miles altitude. Designed by DEFA's
Laboratoire de Recherches Balistiques

et Aerodynamiques at Vernon, the liquid

rocket develops 9000 lbs. thrust for 45

sec.

The Veronique is about 23 ft. long

and is fueled by nitric acid and tere-

benthine. The fuel accounts for 2204
lbs. of the total 3286-lb. take-off weight.

Its design closely parallels the French

rocket developed during World War II.

A missile of similar appearance can

be seen blasting off from Fort Churchill

in northern Canada or from Woomera
in southern Australia.

The two-year research in the

Canadian Black Brant rocket was

known by the code name Snow Goose.

The design is by the Canadian Arma-
ment Research and Development Estab-

lishment at Valcartier, P.Q. The solid-

fuel research and configuration evalua-

tion was done by the Guided Weapons
Division of Canadair, Ltd. of Montreal.

• Second Hudson Bay era—Bristol

Aircraft Ltd. of Winnipeg manufac-

tures the rocket's cylindrical casings.

The single-stage Black Brant has

been successfully fired 125 miles north-

ward into Hudson Bay from Fort

Churchill launching sites. It develops

20,000 lbs. thrust for 20 sees, in reach-

ing Mach 5 and a trajectory apogee

of 60 miles.

• Efforts Down-Under — Britain's

best offerings in missiles have been

evaluated at Australia's Woomera test

ranges. The Australian Weapons Re-

search Establishment has tested the

Blue Steel, Bloodhound, and Blue

Streak, to name just a few.

The Skylark research vehicle has

often shattered the stillness of the

Koolymilka launch area 25 miles from

the town of Woomera.
The Skylark was developed by the

Royal Aircraft Establishment. The noz-

zles and cases are fabricated by Bristol

Aerojet Ltd.; the case is made of 1%
chrome molybdenum steel as spec. RS.

120, and the nozzle is formed of an

asbestos-filled phenolic-resin composi-

tion.

Its fuel is ammonium picrate, am-

monium perchlorate and polyisobuty-

lene. The vehicle uses 5 lb.-thrust sta-

bilizing air jets.

The 18-ft.-long Raven solid-fuel en-

gine powers the single sustaining stage.

A new booster called "Cuckoo," de-

veloping 81,000 lbs. /sec. for 4 sees.,

has been added to supplement the

Raven and improve performance.
• Woomera like Colomb-Bechar

—

Several rockets of Australian design

and construction include the sophisti-

cated Long Tom, which has been mated
as a subsequent stage to the Blue Streak

in recent tests, and the versatile and
less expensive Aeolus research rocket.

Both the Long Tom and the Aeolus

are fabricated by the Weapons Re-

search Establishment at Salisbury and

have been tested at Woomera's ranges.

Both Range A and Range E at Woom-
era are semi-arid and relatively unin-

habited wastelands similar to France's

Colomb-Bechar range in Algeria.

The two-stage Aeolus is initially

powered by seven boosters in a cluster

which cut off at .6 mi. while the vehicle

coasts to over three miles after the first-

stage boosters fall away.
• Hulme reveals rocket data—The

second stage is fired to its burnout point

near five miles at Mach 4.5. Top alti-

tude has been given by Alan S. Hulme,
Australia's acting Minister for Supply,

as "between 150,000 and 250,000 ft.

with payloads similar to the Long
Tom".

The Long Tom is reputed to carry

payloads of 100 to 150 lbs.

The 630-lb. first stage of the Aeolus

has seven 5-in. motors fitted to a com-

mon cast aluminum-alloy thrust plate.

The second stage's full weight is from

550 to 650 lbs., according to the pay-

load carried.

• Japan's Itokawa Laboratories —
The most impressive rocket efforts in

the Orient have been spearheaded by

Japan's Itokawa Laboratories, where

one improved Kappa rocket has suc-

ceeded another. All have been success-

fully fired at the Akita Rocket Range.

The latest in the series

—

Kappa 8—
was shown for the first time just before

launching in an M/R photograph

(Sept. 12, 1960, p. 43).

The two-stage Kappa 8 reached a

top velocity of 4918 mph and carried

a 55-lb. payload to 124.2 miles. «
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SOUNDING
ROCKETS
SPECIAL REPORT

Sounding Rockets-U.S.A.

Vehicle and Contractor Stages

(Less Pa

Weight
Lbs.

yload

)

Height
Ft.

Performance Claimed
(Sea Level Launch)

(*Actual attainments) Status

Lola-Dart, Cooper Develop-

ment
One solid (2000 lbs., 1.9 sec), can be
fired from 5-in. gun

23 5 *8 lbs. to 40 mi., max.

accel. 200 g

Completing develo

ment; Navy to fin

from shipboard

Areas, Atlantic Research One solid end-burner (350 lbs., 28 sec.) 65 8 *6.5 lbs. to 50 mi., max.

accel. 30 g

Operational; more thai

300 flown for mati'

agencies

w earner oounaing KociteT,

Roclcetdyne

une soiia \ inj oouj 67 7

—
:

6 lbs. to 45 mi, max.

accel. 30 g

Proposed

Juai-Uart, KocKet rower/-

Talco

KJne solid [tHvu lbs., \.l sec.j zo 5 *Al/» Ike 4-n AA mi072 IDS. TO ou mi.

max. accel. 200 g

Operational; in use b

several agencies

nopi-uart, KocxeT rower/-
Talco

une soi io \ J ouu i ds. ,
j.d sec.

)
84 7 iu ids. to hu mi. max.

accel. 130 g

Vehicle fired withoi

dart

Viper-Falcon, Zimney 1. Grand Central Viper 1 (5.6 KS 5400)

a. i nioKoi raicon

279 12 *20 lbs. to 75 mi. max.

accel. about 50 g

Two flown, three o

order for Navy

Asp 1, Cooper One 5.3 KS 5800 216 9 *50 lbs. to 35 mi. max.

accel. 48 g

Operational

Apache, Thiokol One Solid (Cajun with improved poly-

urethane propellent)

188 9 *35 lbs. to 40 mi. Completing develop-

ment

Asp IV, Cooper One solid (12.7 KS 2750) 208 9 25 lbs. to 90 mi. Development

Hopi-Plus, Rocket Power/-
Talco

1. Hopi; 2. Rocket Power, Hemi-Hopi
(1900 lbs., 3.5 sec.)

100 1

1

10 lbs. to 60 mi. max.

accel. 115 g

Development

Kiva-Dart, Rocket Power/-
Talco

One solid Kiva (7800 lbs., 4.5 sec.) 237 9 *25 lbs. to 55 mi. max.

accel. 110 g

Vehicle fired withoi 1

Dart

Aerobee 100 (Aerobee
Jr.), Aerojet-General

1. Solid 2.5 KS 18000; 2. Liquid IRFNA,
JP-4 (2600 lbs., 40 sec.)

1400 18 *
1 20 lbs. to 60 mi.

max. accel. 12 g

One flown; on NAS
approved list. Scale'

down Aerobee-Hi

Arcon, Atl. Res. One end-burning solid (945 lbs. 33 sec.) 213 13 60 lbs. to 60 mi. Development comple

but not procured; a
NASA approved list t

Phoenix, Rocket Power/-
Talco

1. Kiva; 2. Hopi 320 13 *ll lbs. to 200 mi.

max. accel. 131 g

Development comple!

Archer, Atl. Res. One solid end-burning (aluminized Arcon) About
220

13 40 lbs. to 85 mi.
r

Development

Aerobee 150 (Aerobee-
Hi) Aerojet-General

1. Solid 2.5 KS 18000; 2. Liquid IRFNA,
aniline-alcohol (4100 lbs., 50 sec.)

1900 23 *II0 lbs. to 190 mi.
*

1 50 lbs. to 165 mi.

max. accel. 12 g

Operational; 85 flo<

in 13 years; approvl

for NASA and
services

Nike-Cajun, several manu-
facturers

1. Solid ABL Nike; (3 DS 50000);
7 ThinLnl P-anin f?ft k^. ft 1 ftfi \

1350 22 *50 lbs. to 100 mi.

max. accel. 52 g

Operational; on NAiJ
and Air Force approvjf

lists; several hundr

flown

Nike-Asp (Aspan 150),

Cooper
1. Nike; 2. Asp 1 1500 21 *50 lbs. to 150 mi. Operational; on NA!j

approved list; seve|(

agencies using

Nilce-Apache, New Mexico
State College

1. Nike; 2. Apache 1480 21 50 lbs. to 150 mi. Flights expected so

in Army program 1

Skylark, Bristol One Raven (12,000 lbs., 30 sec.) 2200 22 150 lbs. to 85 mi. Development comple :j

NASA to use
J]

Woomera launching:!
|

Iris, Atl. Res. 1. Cluster of seven solids (total 18,000

lbs., 1 sec); 2. End-burning solid (3800
lbs., 62 sec.)

1216 About
20

*I50 lbs. to 140 mi.

max. accel. 13 g

Development; 1 flov!

on NASA approved
J
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Vehicle and Contractor Stages

(Less Pa

Weight
Lbs.

yload)

Height
Ft.

Performance Claimed
(Sea Level Launch)

(*Actual attainments) Status

erobee 300 (Sparrow-

bee), Aerojet-General

1. Solid 2.5 KS 18000; 2. Liquid IRFNA,
aniline-alcohol (4100 lbs., 50 sec);
3. Sparrow (1.8 KS 7800)

2000 27 *90 lbs. to 225 mi.

*60 lbs. to 260 mi.

Operational; 18 flown;

on NASA approved list

'gh Altitude Sampler,

RT-2 Sandia

1. Cluster of three Viper 1 and three
Viper II (3.8 KS 8200); 2. Viper 1

1620 14 *l 10 lbs. to 250 mi. One flown for AEC

'gh Altitude Sampler
(HAS), Sandia

1. Nilce; 2. Six Viper I's fired three at a

time; 3. Viper 1

3050 25 110 lbs. to 250 mi. AEC flights planned

otput, Douglas 1. Thiolcol Pollux (45,000 lbs., 25 sec. and
two Thiolcol Recruits (1.5 KS 35000);
2. Hercules-ABL Altair (38 DS 3060)

8800 25 *I50 lbs. to 200-250
mi.

5 flown in suborbital

tests of Echo balloon

os, Univ. of Mich. 1. Honest John (40 KS 105,000; 2. Nike;

3. Recruit or Thiolcol Yardbird (3.25 KS
17000)

5400 38 *80 lbs. to 300 mi. 3 flown; Air Force

adopted as standard

vehicle (Yardbird ver-

itrobee 200, Aerojet-

General

1. Nike; 2. Solid 30 KS 8000 2600 18 200 lbs. to 200 mi. Flights to begin soon

for Air Force

itrobee 250, Aerojet-

General

One solid Aerojet Junior (a rocket about
the same size as Sergeant)

9900 19 700 lbs. to 200 mi. Proposed

itrobee 350, Aerojet-

General

One solid Aerojet Senior (NASA Algol,

36 KS 120,000)

23,600 30 900 lbs. to 300 mi. Proposed

itrobee 500, Aerojet-

General

1. Solid 2 KS 36250; 2. Solid 30 KS 8000;

3. Asp 1

1940 21 50 lbs. to 500 mi. Development; flight

tests in progress for

Air Force

go E5 (Jason), Aerolab 1. Honest John; 2. Nike; 3. Nike; 4. Re-

cruit; 5. Thiokol T-55 (1.3 KS 4800)

About
6800

About
52

*50 lbs. to 4-500 mi. 18 fired successfully in

measurement phase of

Argus nuclear explosions

in space; on NASA
approved list but not

procured now

go D4 (Javelin), Aero-
lab

1. Honest John; 2. Nike; 3. Nike;

4. Altair

6750 47 *50 lbs. to 7-800 mi. 2 flown; on NASA
approved list; replaced

Jason because achieved

higher altitude

trobee 1000, Aerojet-

General
1. Honest John; 2. Solid 5 KS 50000; 3.

solid 30 KS 8000

7040 33 50 lbs. to 1000 mi. Proposed

go D-8 (Journeyman),
Aerolab

1. Thiokol Sergeant with two Recruits;

2. Grand Central Lance (7 KS 39000);

3. Lance; 4. Altair

13,932 62 *83 lbs. to 1200 mi. 1 flown last month in

first NERV launching;

on NASA approved list

-ongarm, Univ. of Mich. 1. Honest John; 2. Nike; 3. Nike; 4. Yard-

bird; 5. JPL Baby Sergeant (5.4 KS 1700)

About
6850

About
57

*20 lbs. to 1 140 mi. Under review; 1 of 5

launchings successful in

Army program

Jrcheron, Aerolab One Pollux with two Recruits 10,000 20 *2200 lbs. to 50 mi. 1 flown for Air Force

last month

silblazer, NASA 1. Honest John; 2. Nike; 3. Lance;

4. Thiokol T-40; 5. Thiokol T-55; 6. Langley

Res. Center 5" spherical

Mach 25 re-entry tests

(Stages 4-6 fire down-
ward

)

Several fired, prime

contract to be awarded
soon

)e Scout Jr., Aero-
nutronic

1. Thiokol XM-33 (Castor, 27 KS 55000);

2. Hercules X-254 (Antares, 37 DS
14500); 3. Aerojet 30 KS 8000; 4. NOTS
17-in. spherical

*32.8 lbs. to 17,000 mi.
1 flown last month (Blue

Scout series is Air Force

version of Scout)

tut, NASA-Chance-
Wought

1. Aerojet Algol (Senior)); 2. Castor;

3. Antares; 4. Altair

36,000 65 112 lbs. to 3700 mi.

150-200 lbs. in orbit

We Joe, NASA
||;

1. Four Pollux and four Recruits in cluster 35,000 20 *2000 lbs. to 55 mi. Four flown in tests of

Mercury capsule

Jtrobee 1500, Aerojet-
General

1. Aerojet Junior; 2. Solid 30 KS 8000 10,500 25 50 lbs. to 1500 mi. Development (company-

sponsored); 2 to be

flown

le Scout 1, Aeronutronic 1. Aerojet Senior; 2, Thiokol XM 33;

3. Antares

60 500 lbs. to 1000 mi. Development

fle Scout II, Aeronutronic 1. Aerojet Senior; 2. Thiokol XM 33;

3. Antares; 4. Altair (same as NASA
Scout except for addition of 4th stage

guidance)

36,000 65 50 lbs. in orbit Development
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"Why do we like Missiles and Rockets magazine? The answer is simple. Missiles and Rockets deals exclusively with astronautics. Missilery

and outer space exploration today is an industry by itself, long divorced from aviation," R. R. Drummond, (left), Chief, Structures Re-

search. He is shown here with Managing Editor Howard and E. L. Strauss, Supervisor of Non-Metals Research, examining extreme high

temperature test examples of ceramics and plastics being developed for re-entry vehicles.

WHY DO SO MANY KEY PEOPLE AT THE MARTIN COMPANY

READ MISSILES AND ROCKETS
7,057 Paid Subscriptions! In 1959, Mar-

tin ranked sixth among all military

prime contractors. Its missile/space

projects included Titan, Dyna-Soar, and
Bullpup, among others. Therefore, it is

not surprising to find 1,087 paid sub-

scribers to M/R concentrated at Martin.

And since many M/R subscriptions

have high pass-along readership, M/R
penetration involves many times that

number of readers.

Some of the many reasons why M/R commands intense

readership at Martin are given in the picture story. They
were obtained as a result of a recent visit to the company
by M/R Managing Editor, William Howard (insert).

These comments and those of other key readers in missile/

space companies show again what M/R has known all along

. . . that the missile/space industry is an industry by itself,

complete and distinct from aviation . . . with rapidly chang-

ing requirements that demand undiluted, weekly technical/

news reporting. Missiles and Rockets deals exclusively with

this market—and the deep, penetrating readership and ac-

ceptance it has earned document its leadership in the missile/

space field.

"News to the missile engineer must be news and must be technical . . .

on a frequent basis—not a month old. From concept to proven flight

—it takes thousands of parts from hundreds of companies to put *

bird in the air." J. Lennard. Scientist. Research and Development

"Today's missile and astronautics engineer must know the products

and capabilities of the other companies throughout the industry.

Here's where Missiles and Rockets magazine fills the bill."— R. Allen,

Scientist, Cryogenics, Research and Development.



echnical Countdown
ELECTRONICS

utomatic Defense System Studied
Work has begun on applied research program aimed

at an ultimate combat operations control system to pro-
vide U.S. decision-makers with continuous evaluated
data on potential enemy strength, intent, and -actions,

and proper counter-actions. Initial contract for $392,090
was awarded General Electric's TEMPO by ARDC.

ew Coding Techniques for Space
More efficient and sophisticated coding systems may

be the answer to long-range space communications with
reasonable transmitter powers. According to Kenneth
Uglow, EMR/ASCOP, such methods would bring data

transmission closer to theoretically ideal efficiencies.

lilitary Electronics Growth to Drop
A decrease in the present rapid growth rate of mili-

tary electronics is predicted by Electronic Industries

Association. They say annual increases will run only
about 8-10% during the next 5-10 years.

ansistors Out for Nuclear Instrumentation?
Transistors are too susceptible to radiation effects to

be used in instrumentation of nuclear-powered space-

ships, according to some involved in atomic work. Even
with reasonable shielding or distance-isolation, they feel,

radiation levels would still be too high for reliability.

)laris Guidance to be Minified

Navy's goal in miniaturizing Polaris IRBM guidance
reportedly is to produce a 40-lb. package. Present system
weighs roughly 250 lbs., but MIT's Dr. Charles S.

Draper says the 1500-mile A-2 Polaris will carry a con-
siderably smaller system.

easurement Facilities Rival NBS
A new engineering measurement standards lab at

Douglas Aircraft's Santa Monica Div. is said to be second

only to the National Bureau of Standards in facilities

for its three fields of interest: microwave transmission,

fluid pressures, and ac and dc circuits. In radio-frequency

measurements from 10 mc to 40 gc the lab will have an
accuracy capability of ± 5 parts in 100 million, says

Douglas.

lermoelectric Space Power Next
Nine hundred ganged aluminum concentrators, as-

sembled in groups of 28 and occupying 100 sq. ft., will

be used by Hamilton Standard for its prototype 100-watt

solar space-power system. Being designed under an Air

Force WADD contract, the test model will use the

4-in.-dia. collectors to focus sunlight on thermocouples.

Estimated temperature may reach 1000°F at heated end
and 400°F on low end. A 1500-watt follow-on prototype

will use 7000 reflectors over 700 sq. ft.

ectronics to Extend Man's Brain

Intellectronics—extension of the human intellect by

electronics—will become our greatest occupation within

a decade, according to Dr. Simon Ramo. "Increasing

the nation's brain power (by electronic aids to educa-

tion and machine augmentation) is even more urgent

for our national position and for the welfare of civiliza-

tion than space conquest," he says.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

LARC's Assigned to Project Mercury
Three of Army's LARC amphibious lighters have

been delivered to Canaveral for use with Project

Mercury. The crane-equipped lighters will be used to

recover any capsules that fall short and impact in the

surf or marshes around the Cape.

'GSE' On Way Out?
Air Research and Development Command is chang-

ing to ASE (aerospace support equipment) as a more
inclusive and descriptive designation for weapons sys-

tem support equipment.

Super-Speed Wind Tunnel for Space Research

Prototype model of a plasma-jet wind tunnel ex-

pected to produce continuous speeds of 18,000+ mph
and temperatures of 25,000°F was displayed at the AFA
Aerospace Panorama. The XFA ( crossed-field excitation)

tunnel is under development by Allis-Chalmers and MHD
Research Inc.

'Cool Suit' Developed for Fuel Handlers

A transparent protective suit with built-in air con-

ditioning for handlers of missile fuel and others in

hazardous environments has been demonstrated by

Bendix Corp. A shoulder pack provides oxygen for

breathing and cooling.

MATERIALS

Copper: Indispensable for Power Tubes

Copper accounts for up to 90% of all material used

in its klystron tubes, says Varian Assoc. Using nearly a

half-million pounds annually of OFHC—oxygen-free

(99.99% pure) high-conductivity copper made only by

American Metals Company, Ltd., the microwave-tube

manufacturer considers the material so essential to its

operations that it keeps a constant reserve of from

50,000 to 75,000 pounds in stock at all times.

Materials Research Division Formed at NASA
A new office, presided over by George C. Deutsch,

will establish areas and levels of materials research and

development appropriate for direct support in and out

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The division, which will maintain a continuing review

of materials requirements, is evidence of NASA's recog-

nition of the importance of materials research.

PROPULSION

4000-year Orbit Life

After pushing Echo into orbit, the burned-out Thor-

Delta third-stage rocket settled into a nearly circular

orbit of its own. Douglas scientists estimate that the

Allegany Ballistics Lab's Altair will circle the earth until

about the year 6000 A.D.

Air Force Plant 78 Gets Funds

Continuation of work on the Minuteman first-stage

engine production facility is the announced purpose of a

$17-million Air Force award to Thiokol Chemical Corp.

The plant will ultimately cost $30 million. The present

fund is in addition to an earlier $1 million assigned for

preparatory work.
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nucleonics

300-kw Thermionic Generator by '67?

ABC thinks it could produce such a system

in seven years— but neither NASA nor DOD has ordered development

by William Beller

THE ATOMIC Energy Commission
believes that starting today it could pro-

duce a 300-kilowatt nuclear-powered

electrical generator—with no moving
parts-—for space use inside of seven

years.

So far, however, neither the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration nor the Department of Defense

has put down a requirement for this

long-leadtime item which could be ur-

gently needed for space programs in

the late 60's.

Largest nuclear-powered generator

being developed now is the SNAP 8

turboelectric device, which will put out

30 kilowatts at a specific weight of 50

pounds/ kilowatt.

The 300-kilowatt generator would

be a thermionic one, using electrons

for its working fluid.

It would weigh less than seven

pounds a kilowatt; refinements would

probably bring this figure down to four

pounds per kilowatt. Thus, the eventual

system weight would be about 1200

lbs. Such a system could provide a

powerplant having the capability for

interplanetary operations.

Next year the AEC probably will

release a practical curium-242 therm-

ionic system rated at a few watts and
weighing less than a pound. This indi-

cates that the technology of the therm-

ionic generator is now fairly well unde

stood. This small power system wou
be useful in probes for communic
tions and scientific work.

If a stumbling block remains in C

way of making higher energy then

ionic converters, it is the problem

getting fuel-element materials that w
withstand the elevated operating terni

eratures needed for a lightweight s;

tern.

• The ideal generator—The b
electric generator for space wo
should have high power and ener

densities. These should be, respective

more than 0. 1 kilowatts per pound
|

system weight, and 0.2 kilowatt-ye;|

per pound.

Next, the system should have

long and uneventful life, be compatii

with the space environment, and hij

no feature that would disturb the
j

hide in which the electric general

functioned or harm personnel, in 'j

event that the vehicle is inhabited. I

These features imply system
J

quirements such as the following, s;J

Lt. Coi. G. M. Anderson (USAF), 9

AEC's Chief of Systems for NuclJ

Auxiliary Power (SNAP):
-Operation at high temperature 1

that waste heat can be rejected frJ

a small-area radiator, and therefl

from a lightweight one.

-Use of a fuel material with hi

energy-density—such as stochiomel

uranium carbide to be used in a snl

compact fast reactor. The reactor shofll

be able to fission a relatively large nil

ber of the atoms in the fuel.

-Shielding integrated into the im

tern to get the smallest overall weifl

-Equipment that is rugged and M
liable.

-The smallest number of movfl

parts.

-Small or no heat transfer to I
vehicle.

• Nuclear diode called best— *l

modest powers, the thermionic geiwl

tor seems to be the energy source II

able to satisfy the set of requiremeH

Low power units, those up to about
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lisctrical watts output, would use a

imioisotope heat source; larger units,

Npse from a few hundred watts out-

fit and into the megawatt range, would

He a small compact reactor.

1 1 The cycle of the thermionic con-

rlrter can be compared with the me-

jcjanical engineer's Rankine cycle, in

Wkich a working fluid such as water is

Hated, changes to a gas, does work,

;d is condensed. In the converter, a

harking fluid of electrons is heated,

tiled off, condensed, and does work.

Ae analogy suffers from one permuta-

Lt|n: the working fluid of electrons

Mies its work after the condensation.

| The converter consists of an elec-

mn emitter or cathode, a space through

hfich the electrons flow, and an elec-

>tln collector or anode. Electrons with-

|j| the cathode are heated either by

liltope decay or nuclear fission to an

qergy level high enough to boil them
la, that is, to a point above the sur-

lipe work function.

: The electrons migrate across the

I iierelectrode space and are collected

I d the anode, which has a work func-

|4n less than the cathode. The electron

(seam then completes the cycle by

fwing through an external load.

I I This description omits an obvious

Mtical point—the nature of the inter-

factrode space. Here, two views have

ttjsn taken: in the first, the electrodes

tap very close together; in the second,

btfe spacing is held moderate and an

iiized gas is introduced. It now ap-

I'mrs that fairly close spacing plus an

:i|ized gas such as cesium will yield

rap best results.

The prime function of the cesium
pip reduce the space charge, in effect,

itlact like a space-charge grid. Secon-

tdrily, the gas functions as a flusher for

i tiding the interelectrode space of fis-

sk-product gases. If left alone, these

Jgtes would coat the collector and
kapificantly reduce the converter's pow-
t d output.

I
• Who's in the field—Typical work

|d the close-space vacuum-type diode

['ft the SNAP program has been con-

Idpted at the Thermo Electron Engin-
[ejing Corp. (TEECO) of Cambridge,
iliss., under the direction of Dr.

[Cjorge Hatsopoulos, the company's
Bttsident. Work on the cesium-vapor
|4de for the SNAP program has been
[crried out by Dr. Ned Razor of

r&mics International,

t "Each of these investigators has
nde significant contributions toward
tweloping the thermionic converter and
' ri ning its theory," says Anderson.

I; At the same time, work has been
> ©ng on at The Martin Co. in develop-

fJi isotopic heat sources. In a parallel

|S|dy, Atomics International has been
iiestigating the compact reactor as a

Msiles and rockets, October 3, I960
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"Grossly Inadequate?"
"The fact of the matter is that there

is . . . no policy for utilizing nuclear

power resources (for space applica-

tions).

"Not only is it important to note

that there is no specific program but the

development of a 30-kilowatt unit is

grossly inadequate for the 1960's. As
I said earlier, nuclear electric power
sources in the range of 1 megawatt are

needed, that is, 1000 kilowatts as com-
pared to 30."

Statement by Senator Clinton Anderson
before the U.S. Senate on Sept. 1, 1960

heat source.

A number of other organizations

are doing government-sponsored work
on the thermionic generator. They in-

clude: Los Alamos Scientific Labora-

tory, General Atomics, General Motors,

General Electric, Radio Corporation of

America, and the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.
• A working model—Teeco has

made a two-stage isotope-heated therm-

ionic generator in the form of a cylin-

der. It has a close-space vacuum diode

at each end face. This is a demonstra-

tion model.

The housing is made of titanium.

Three sapphire rods maintain an inter-

electrode spacing of about 30 microns.

The emitter is a Type "B" Phillips cath-

ode (barium-strontium-carbonate im-

pregnated tungsten); and the collector is

a coated molybdenum piece. The vacu-

um is improved by a getter.

A critical step in fabricating the

model was the simultaneous accom-
plishment of emitter activation and
coating of the collector surface to ob-

tain the proper work functions.

The test results are as follows: up-

per cell—emitter temp., 2100°F; max.
power, 0.35 watts; potential, 0.35 volts;

and work function, 2.239 volts. Lower
cell—emitter temp., 2200°F; max.
power, 0.175 watts; potential, 0.30

volts; and work function, 2.594 volts.

A second isotope-heated demonstra-

tion model is being built by the com-
pany. This unit will probably be fueled

with curium-242 and is expected to

include enough improvements and addi-

tional energy to bring the output up to

four watts.

If such a unit could be built with

a lifetime of one year, it would be
equivalent in energy content to a ton

of nickel-cadmium batteries. (Such a

battery is assumed to have about 20

watt-hours of energy per pound.)
• Selecting the reactor—In general,

the reactor chosen for thermionic con-

verter applications should operate at a

high temperature for an extended pe-

riod. This permits long operation com-
bined with small radiator weight.

If possible, the coolant loop should

be eliminated. If this is not feasible,

the waste heat from the collector and
other sources should be removed by a

liquid metal circulated by an electro-

magnetic pump.
The reactor should be kept as small

iin

CROSS SECTION of two-stage close-electrode thermionic generator being developed

by Thermo Electron Engineering Corp. Estimated operating characteristics: emitter

temp., 1500°K; power output, 4 watts; overall efficiency, 4%; and total weight, 9 ounces.
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SUPPORT
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CATHODE
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- ELECTRICAL INSULATION

• CESIUM VAPOR GAP

POWER LEAD
AND GAS VENT

THERMIONIC CONVERSION fuel element. By a series connection of the stages

within the fuel element—making the cathode of one stage the anode of the next—

the voltage can be built up.

as possible, to hold down shielding

weight and complexity.

The reactor should be of reasonable

cost. This means there should be a low

investment in fuel. Thus, if a fast reac-

tor is used, U-235 should be considered,

rather than the more expensive U-233

and Pu-239. These latter two elements

are also potentially more hazardous

than U-235.

In brief, here are some of the char-

acteristics and objections to possible

thermal reactor systems:

(1) Water-moderated. Small core.

COOLANT INLET

incapable of high-temperature operation.

(2) Hydride-moderated. Small core

but hydrogen dissociates and is lost

through any known cladding at typical

operating temperatures.

(3) Beryllium moderated. Larger

core than (1) and (2) but has poor

physical properties at elevated tempera-

tures, and melts at 2240°F.

(4) Beryllium-oxide moderated.

Larger than (3) but strength properties

hold up better than (3) at elevated

temperatures.

(5) Graphite-moderated. Excessive

REFLECTOR

CONTROL DRUM

FISSION PRODUCT •

OUTLET

THERMIONIC CONVERSION
FUEL ELEMENTS

PUMP POWER
TERMINAL

• SAFETY SLAB

CESIUM RESERVOIR
FOR PUMP ELEMENTS

CESIUM RESERVOIR
FOR M^'N POWER
ELEMENTS

THERMIONIC REACTOR. Groups of fuel elements can be connected in series there-

by yielding the desired voltage output.
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size. Strength and other physical prof
s

erties show up well at elevated tempertl

tures, even over 4000°F.

The fast reactor system as oppose

to the thermal permits a wider selei

tion of materials favorable to solvin

converter problems. Also, the long mea
free path of the fast neutron help I

avoid local power reactions in a manj

celled thermionic unit. Here are som
of the characteristics of fast reactc

systems:

(6) Liquid-metal-fueled. Low fui

loading, but operational and materia

problems are severe. Reactor is smalkj

than (1) through (5).

(7) Uranium-carbide-fueled. Has
reasonably low critical mass for a re

tor of this type. Physical properties

be improved by adding other refracto

carbides such as zirconium carbide.

(8) Uranium-nitride-fueled. Slight

smaller reactor than (7) but physic

properties are not as well known.
• Selecting a radioisotope — On

two isotopes appear to be suitable fil

use in a thermionic converter: curiun|

242 and plutonium-238. The one coi

sidered by AEC to have the most pron;

ise, chiefly on the basis of safety,
,

curium-242; this is being selected fr

development into hardware.

On the basis of economy, the an:

ficial and the fission waste isotopes a

inviting. Of these, curium-242 in tl

compound form Cu-242-Ni has a ma>i

mum power density of 810 watts/c

cm, a half life of 162 days, and is ;

alpha emitter.

Alpha particles are, of course, £

easiest to shield. The disadvantage

such radiations is the vapor pressu

they build up, which in the instance

close-space electrodes could pose dil

cult design problems.

Too short a half-life results in

complicated design; too long a hi

life results in a low power density. .

least 100 days half-life is desirable.

Thus the features of an isotope tt

make it suited for thermionic use s

easily stated: high power density, mc

erate half-life, low cost, good avai

bility, low shielding requirements, a

low vapor pressure.

When really high electrical pow»

are needed, those of the order requir

to give thrust to a spacecraft, th

turboelectric or thermionic nuclear s;

terns in the high temperature raB

have to be used. Only the 30-kilow

turboelectric system is under act

AEC development (M/R. Aug. '.

1960, p. 39). Yet if a static source

reliable and long-time high power W
high specific power and energy dens

is wanted, then the reactor-powei

thermionic converter in the foreseea*

future would appear to have the marl

to itself.
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electronics

C-E-l-R Gets First IBM STRETCH

TYPICAL STRETCH-TYPE data processing system configuration is demonstrated

with these models by IBM's DP Division President G. E. Jones (right). C-E-l-R's presi-

dent, Dr. H. W. Robinson, has just signed a contract to lease the IBM-7030 complex for

its Los Angeles research center for "over $300,000 per month."

1 New Y o r k—T h e first I B M
flTRETCH-class computer for commer-
|al use will go to C-E-I-R, Inc., of Ar-

pgton, Va.

I Capable of 75 billion computations
1 day, the custom-engineered IBM-7030
ata Processing System represents

je ultimate in computer technology

ithin the present state of the art, ac-

iferding to International Business Ma-
rines Corp.

| So versatile is this ultra-high-speed

Istem that whole complex problems
reviously impractical or impossible to

live will be processed rapidly and
lonomically. IBM says this "total ap-

oach" to problems adds a new dimen-
|pn to scientific problem-solving.

Announcement of the contract sign-

|g was made jointly in New York last

eek by the two firms. Delivery of the

i stem is scheduled for 1962. It will be

I
stalled in C-E-I-R's new Los Angeles

; search center.

A remarkable sidelight to this ven-

ire is the fact that the value of a

PRETCH complex is more than

|uble C-E-I-R's current annual gross

| $6 million. Monthly rental for the

llstem, said IBM, is over $300,000.

I
• Sign of confidence — C-E-I-R

jiecializes in providing research and
Jmputer services to both industry and
Hp government. Already the largest in-

i|pendent company of its type in the

f|S., the six-year-old corporation has

flown very rapidly. Its average annual
llowth has been about 65%; this has

lien maintained largely on the strength

* a continuous sharply rising sales

Irve and more recently by merger with

Npneral Analysis Corp. of Los Angeles

| July and with Engleman & Co. of

Washington last week.

I! Signing of the new contract for

[JRETCH is even more pointed evi-

>fice of the company's confidence in

ii continued development and progres-

we expansion.

f
Full significance of what a commer-

Htlly available STRETCH facility will

i&an to both C-E-I-R and its West
Bast clients is best shown by the capa-

cities of the system itself,

jj
The fully transistorized IBM-7030

Ha rapid-access system that achieves

If 2-milIion computations/ sec. rate

Jtfough the principle of simultaneous
Keration. That is, its six-magnetic-core

Brage units can be operated at the

Kne time. Data retrieval from storage

Quires 2.18 millionths-sec.

A radically advanced random-access
magnetic-disk storage is employed.
Over 1.25-million alphabetic characters

can be stored or retrieved from the disk

storage in 1 sec.

A specialized computer, called the

Exchange, within the system serves as

a switching center to assure peak effi-

ciency in handling input-output devices.

The exchange controls data transfer

between 32 separate channels and the

main core storage. All sections op-

erate simultaneously.

Another unit in the system boosts

effective memory speed by anticipating

instruction and data requirements. Act-

ing as a reservoir, it lines up instruc-

tions and data a fraction of a second

ahead to permit process continuity to

the arithmetic and logical unit.

A temporary interrupt also is pos-

sible in system operation to permit

priority data processing. All other par-

allel functions, however, can continue

without a break.

• Far faster than earlier systems

—

The system, says IBM, has more self-

checking and self-correcting capabilities

than any other data processing system

today and is compatible with all other

equipment employed with previous IBM

computers.

Seventy-five times faster than the

well-known IBM-704, STRETCH will

occupy about the same area of floor

space—2000 sq. ft. The system is 15

times faster than the highly touted

7090, recently introduced.

The startling speed of STRETCH
is expected to result in an extremely

low unit cost of work performed, ac-

cording to C-E-I-R. It is this virtue that

can make such a costly rental system

pay off for the company.

Success of the operation can only

be assured if C-E-I-R can provide high

accuracy and faster solutions for clients

at costs well below those incurred with

their own lower-capacity machines.

IBM feels its new system offers all

of the characteristics necessary to meet

these demands.

The system was designed to handle

inputs and outputs from remote sta-

tions. C-E-I-R's L. A. facility will be

equipped with data links to the offices

and plants of all of its future clients

and to other C-E-I-R research centers.

All of the necessary programers, an-

alysts, and other professional personnel

will be provided by the firm at the

center to support customer services. 8
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Photometric System Boosts Trackir

Monitoring assembly developed by OPTOmechanisms, Inc.,

for Air Force makes highly accurate velocity readings, will enhance cameras

FIELD STOP

PHOTOMUITIPLIER
TUBE

APERTURE AND
RASTER HOLDER

ROTATING RASTER

FILTER DISC

STATIONARY RASTER
FOCUS

OPTICAL SCHEMATIC diagram of the telescope assembly used in OPTOmech
nisms' Photometric Monitoring System.

by Charles D. LaFond

A NEW PHOTOMETRIC monitor-

ing system for recording light reflected

from a tumbling satellite has been de-

veloped to derive angular velocities

with great accuracy. It is currently

being tested by the Air Force's Cam-
bridge Research Center.

Designed originally for use in cor-

recting tracking-antenna alignment and
for visual observation of satellites, the

compact lightweight system has been

tested successfully both at Cambridge
and Patrick Air Force Base in Florida.

The system developed by OPTO-
mechanisms, Inc., of Mineola, N.Y.,

may be used for detection of objects in

space, velocity measurements of mis-

siles and rockets, measurement of back-

ground illumination and celestial ob-

servation and navigation. It can obtain

readings accurate to 1 part in 1000 or

better.

Use of such a system will enhance

the effectiveness of ballistic cameras

for satellite observation.

The system is portable, carries a

spotting telescope for boresighting and
visual inspection of the field of view.

Total weight of the system is 62.5 lbs.

Extremely versatile, the photometric

system employs interchangeable lenses

from 12-in. to 80-in. focal length and
also permits interchangeability of detec-

tors for infrared, ultra-violet, or the

visible region.

Mechanically it is designed to be

used on a stationary mount where sig-

nals can be recorded when an object

traverses the field of view, or it can be
supported on a radar tracking system

or theodolite for measuring illumina-

tion intensity. The system includes a

control box and strip-chart recorder

capable of handling two channels.

System threshold sensitivity based

on tests so far have found it to be
equivalent to an eighth magnitude
star during the darl, portions of the

twilight.

Detection of first magnitude stars

was achieved during the full daylight

region while second and third magni-

34

tudes were detected during limited day-

light. This was over a 1° field of view

for daylight operation and a 5° or

larger field of view for twilight detec-

tion. Increasing the diameter of the

objective automatically provides higher

sensitivity.

• 15.5 lb. telescope—The photo-

metric system is comprised of two
major subsystems: the telescope and

the recorder control box.

The telescope subsystem is a 15.5-

lb. electro-optical assembly containing

the optics and a photo detector. The
telescope is a 25-in. focal length re-

flecting system and it has a focusing

adjustment knob and filter wheel con-

taining 4 filters that can be inserted in

the field of view at will. An adapter

ring is included which allows for the

interchangeability of the telescope.

The spotting scope provided on top

of the subsystem is used for alignment

and viewing and permits variable mag-
nification from 2V5 to 8 power. It pro-

vides tapered cross hairs for boresight-

ing.

The 47-lb. recorder-control box sub-

system permits remote operation of the

telescope assembly. Its two-channel re-

corder (Brush Instruments Mark II) is

a pen-type containing variable speed

paper drive, 2 dc amplifiers, and 2

event markers for time reference.

In the control portion of the ele

tronics assembly is included a prote

tion circuit for the photomultiplier th

automatically removes high voltai

from the photo tube and energizes

warning light when the telescope

pointed at a high source of illumin

tion, such as the sun or moon.
• Optical configuration—Reflecti

optics in the telescope collects light

lumination from the sky and focus:

it in the plane of a rotating raster. T
raster disc is driven by a synchrono

motor through a gear reducer. Bla

and transparent wedges equally spac

throughout the raster are provided.

The image will appear as appro

mately a point on the raster. ConsU
rotation of the raster lines causes

modulation of the illumination of t

point image with a frequency

roughly 2 kc. The image, followi

modulation, passes through a station*

raster containing black and transp

ent lines 0.004 inch thick.

The image is somewhat smaller th

the raster line thickness and as it pas

on the raster its light is modulated

a frequency dependent on the rate
j

travel of the object. Raster lines i

adjusted such that they are perpenc

ular to the path of the object.

Each cycle of modulation, that •

one dark and one transparent line, '
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TELESCOPE SUBSYSTEM

CONTROL BOX RECORDER

:curacy

tuivalent to 1.1 min. of arc. Thus, a

iellite travelling at the rate of 50

n. of arc per second would have a

rmltant frequency of modulation of

45 cps.

I

If the telescope assembly is mounted

c| a continuously rotating mount the

s tionary raster is removed.

! An interchangeable aperture can

placed behind the stationary ras-

to decrease the field of view of this

tem, and variable field stops are

sj>plied from Va degree to 5 degrees

addition to rectangular apertures of

degree by 2'/2 degrees or 1 degree

5 degrees.

Collecting lenses located between the

al plane of the scope and the photo-

njlltiplier tube gather light rays from

af point within a maximum of 5°

fi i of view and present them on a Va -

u diameter circle at the photo cathode,

i.
Light rays from a point source are

d ocused when they arrive at the ca-

wie to minimize output variations

bJ to the varying sensitivity of the

p|to cathode. To reject a majority of

jiree components the signal received

bine photomultiplier is filtered first by

I -kc filter. The signal is then ampli-

i< and connected to a cathode fol-

toer. Thus, output of the telescope

si system is of low impedance reduc-

in noise and pickup signals and allow-

fo the use of a remote control system.
• Silent sensitivity—According to

it^levelopers, the system employs cir-

Cii parameters in the photomultiplier

sui that the only major noise source
lsjie shot noise caused by sky currents,

an thus, the very high sensitivity

aceved in the system.

\ number of noise rejection tech-

niues have been employed to mini-
mi: noise degradation. For example,
win mounted on a continuously track

-

ininount the system employs a field of
vie as small as practicable to mini-
mi: the possibility of observing a

briit star.

Vlinimum field is determined by the
tracing mount. Thus, if its inaccuracy
is 5 min. of arc, then the minimum
fiel of view is 10 min. of arc.

Recorded star signals are reduced

by the integrating nature of low-pass

electronic filters, having a variable

time constant from 0.05 to 1.0 sec.

Therefore, when following an object

such as a satellite, the duration of an

interfering star's signal may be very

short and thus its effect will be negli-

gible due to the low-pass filtering cir-

cuits.

When the telescope's operational

mode is stationary, rejection of star

signals is accomplished more readily

by the use of the stationary raster.

Slow moving objects such as stars,

haze or varying sky illumination are re-

jected since they do not produce the

secondary modulation frequencies

caused by the fast angular rate of the

satellite being observed.

Through the use of 2-kc electronic

filters microphonic noise as well as

amplifier flicker are minimized by the

use of a 2-kc carrier frequency.

Photo-tube noise generation has

been minimized through the use of less

than 900 volts for the multiplier power
supply.

Such a photometric monitoring sys-

tem eliminates the need for human
visual observation. This of course in-

SYSTEM LIMITATIONS are indicated by these computed threshold sensitivities for-

various angular fields of view as dependent on the sky illumination levels.
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telemetry components

Telemetry components designed and precision built by Dorsett

Electronics will be aboard specially instrumented Lockheed

Agena Space Vehicles to be flown in the Discoverer Satellite

Program.

Lockheed Missile and Space Division is the latest in a long

list of missile and satellite prime contractors to buy Dorsett

telemetering components for advanced aerospace research

programs.

Typical of the telemetering equipment originating at Dorsett

Electronics is the Model 0-8 subcarrier oscillator. Requiring only

6 volts at .7 (nominal) milliamperes primary power, this all-

silicon transistor unit provides excellent temperature stability

for drift-free data. With its compact packaging, the Model 0-8

is ideal when electrical power is limited, space and weight are

critical, and environmental extremes are to be encountered.

For more information on the products and capabilities of this

fast growing team of telemetering specialists or on technical

career opportunities, write today!

119 WEST BOYD • NORMAN, OKLAHOMA • JE 4-3750

36 Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.

creases the reliability and performanci

of a ballistic camera by having a shut

ter dependent on the actual amoun

of light reflected by a satellite.

• Automatic record—The operato

no longer observes the sky. Beside

the permanent record displayed by tb

recorder of reflected illumination vs

time, output also is available as a high

level signal of low impedance. Thi

can be used to control the grid of ;

thyratron to change automatically thi

timing of a camera shutter, varying i

in a programed manner to correspond

with the intensity of satellite-reflectet

illumination.

Employed in this manner the systeir

is fully automatic, wherein the shuttei

is opened automatically to a relay wher

the satellite enters the field of view anc

is then energized in a coded fashior

to correspond with the satellite's re

fleeted illumination.

During the dark portion of a satel

lite's travel, the shutter will remaii

closed until the satellite's signal reache

a predetermined level which can be se

by the operator.

In the past, when satellite observa

tions were made with a ballistic camera,

the shutter was automatically or manu

ally opened and closed in a coded fashi

ion, but when a fast tumbling satellitj

passed through the field of view man
)

problems arose.

A large number of coded shuttei

operations cannot be observed on thj

ballistic plate during the dark perioj

of a satellite's motion. Thus, the autcj

matic code is ineffective when the darl

period of a satellite is appreciable. Mari

ual shutter operation is almost mand:!

tory thus requiring actual visual obse 1

vation.

Under these circumstances, optjj

mum performance is not likely.

Also, when a satellite's illuminaticE

is too weak or is not visible, great difl.
1

culties are encountered in manual'

tracking a satellite with a telescope ij:

determine the dark and light portioi

of the space vehicle's travel.

With OPTOmechanisms' new sy

tern it is believed that even satellit

of extremely low reflected light m:

now be monitored and recorded f>

subsequent analysis.

First development contract for $21

000 was let in June 1959 for a prot

type based on AF-Cambridge specific

tions. OPTOmechanisms added se

eral features, including the daylig

application and delivered the first equi

ment in six months.

Two have been delivered to df

for test and evaluation. Reportedly,

the subsystem is accepted by the t

Force, another 20 will be ordered

the end of this year for installatii

around the country.
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dvanced materials

ucerite Shows Impossible' Resistance
A FAMILY OF ceramic-metal

bmposites developed by Pfaudler Co.,

jochester, N.Y., division of Pfaudler

fermutit Inc., promises to solve many
Igh-temperature corrosion and erosion

roblems.

The composites consist of a ceramic

ftmponent (Nucerite) physically and

lemically bonded to structural metals

fch as steel, nickel-based alloys or the

ore refractory metals.

Nucerite formulations have resisted

tack by corrosive vapors at 1300°F,

iid it is expected that this temperature

pi soon be exceeded by several hun-

ted degrees.

Nucerite's other physical character-

lies are equally impressive.

The ceramic component in rod form
vthstood more stress without perman-

t deformation than mild steel. A test

jmple, 0.020-in. ceramic on 0.5-in.

!el plate, took a 1200°F instantaneous

tnperature differential without visible

\
mage.

|
Nucerite has protected molybdenum

l>m oxidation in a 1600°F oxyacety-

1 le flame. A .22 caliber rifle, fired from
^distance of 25 ft., left a small crush

on the 0.020-in.-deep surface of a

iicerite panel—without exposing the

tse metal.

According to Pfaudler, the unique

mperties of Nucerite are the result

d closely controlled nucleation and
c/stallization within a ceramic formu-
lion. Agents are used which act as

cj iters of nucleation during a heat-

tating cycle. The final structure con-

tns a large number of very small

wstals.

• Base metal application—The cer-

fflic formulation is sprayed on a

round-coated metal. This composite

: iaheat bonded and results in a glassy

eating. A series of critical time-temp-

elture operations complete the Nucer-
ii process. Once applied, the coating

itxtremely difficult to remove.
Nucerite is still in the develop-

nntal stage although small reaction

.vkels and heat exchanger parts have
bin treated. Company spokesmen say

ftLt a considerable amount of effort is

nuired before the Nucerite process

«| be transferred to full-scale produc-
tii.

i The idea of such coatings was
tened "impossible" as little as three

yiirs ago by some leading ceramic ex-

Pjts. Pfaudler has filed patent applica-

tijis on the development. &

'Wiles and rockets, October 3, I960

HYDROGEN CHLORIDE GAS at 1200°F corroded the metal portion of a nickel-base

alloy pipe while the Nucerite area remained unaffected. On the right the 10.8-ft./lb.

impact of a steel ball left the Nucerite surface slightly crushed. The shattered safety

glass, 3/8-in. thick, took the same impact force.

THERMAL SHOCK of 1200 FAT, caused by pouring ice water on a Nucerite plate

at 1250°F, resulted in no visible damage to the ceramic coating.
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advanced materials

Fabricating

Minuteman Cases

At Allison

n

STARTING WITH high-strength steel ring and dot

forging, Allison Division of General Motors is turning c

first-stage Minuteman motor cases in a series of massi

machining and welding operations.

Developed by Allison for Thiokol, the cases hal

achieved 100% reliability in all silo and test firings to da

From the beginning, Allison has been using an extremi

"clean" steel. Precise controls from the formation of t

ingot to the finished cases has produced a high uniform

of tensile strength.

Each completed case is instrumented with strain gau

during hydrostatic test to determine stresses at all criti

areas—before shipment to Thiokol.

The firm is currently engaged in a cost reduction progr
j

which includes new fabrication techniques.



OVE LEFT: CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS are welded to-

her while rigidly fixed in position. Intermediate operations

\ih as weld grinding and inspections are also handled.

JtOVE RIGHT: INTERNAL BACK-UP FIXTURES brace the

cinders during the joining process. Close control is kept over

ft ' welding variables of filler feed and power.

I TOW: TEMPLATES AND TRACERS aid in the machining

(j the closure dome. Reinforcement is provided at the nozzle

Axpter junction by machining the outside of the closure.

I P RIGHT: OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS are used to check

t dimensional inspections on a finished case. This chamber
s nds 22 ft. high and measures 65 in. in diameter.

ETTOM RIGHT: LOADED FIRST-STAGE motor moves out

aa Thiokol casting pit. The engine is subjected to radiographic

iijpection before being shipped to firing bay.

files and rockets, October 3, I960



ARS Meeting Hits Lack of Research

Record space power conference hears demands for

more investment by industry if space materials are to be found

Santa Monica—The largest con-

ference on space power systems ever

held concluded here with agreement

that the common denominator of all

systems now under consideration is a

lack of knowledge of materials. And
the high temperatures at which most

systems must operate are beyond the

capability of materials now in use,

especially for extended periods of time.

Dr. Abe Zarem, Chairman of the

American Rocket Society's Power Sys-

tems Committee, and president of Elec-

tro-Optical Sysetms, Inc., criticized

U.S. "earth-based industry" for delays

in developing the lightweight power

sources needed fro advanced space ve-

hicles.

"There is a lack of patient dollars

in industry," Zarem said, "and we seem

to require a quick financial return on
money invested before we're willing to

conduct long-range basic research." He
pointed out that the government's in-

vestment of "patient dollars" in support

of research has made possible present

advanced power systems.

"Materials research is one area

which must be pushed with all possible

speed," Zarem added, "and the biggest

obstacle here is one of communication
between parties concerned and the

proper allocation of priorities."

"A vast intensification of research

and development effort in the area of

energy conversion and advanced power
sources is essential, not only to the

military posture of this country, but

also to the peaceful needs of more effi-

ciently utilizing the limited resources

which we possess on earth," he stressed.

"The exotic power packages being

researched today may produce a bil-

lion-dollar industry before 1975," he

predicted.

• Emphasis on research—Technical

sessions at the conference covered

highly specialized fields in energy

sources development, including therm

electricity, thermionics, photovolta

cells, e-chemical cells, dynamic engin

and plasma generators, systems for n

clear auxiliary power, and a session i

applications, safety and advanced sj

terns.

Approximately 75 papers were pi

sented at the conference, on subjei

ranging from the theoretical physics

solar cells to the safety aspects of

nuclear power package. Seven papi

were presented by North Americ
Aviation's Atomics International Di'

sion on the SNAP programs, w
emphasis on SNAP II.

One of the more theoretical a

futuristic of the recent ARS meetin

the conference heard a number of

scriptions of current systems, but CI

centrated on basic research proble|

and findings.

The immediate future will see po\J

systems based on solar energy i\

U L K ORGANIC

Tfl AT E S
• PGN . polyglycidyl nitrate

• TEGDN . triethylene glycol

dinitrate

• PeTriN . pentaerythritol trinitrate

The above explosive and high-energy plasticizers for

solid propellants are now available (in any quantity)

from Propellex. In addition, Propellex manufactures

r
solid propellants, both of the composite and double-

base type. Among these is a new composite propellant

• TMETN

• BGDN
• DEGDN

. trimethylol ethane
trinitrate

butylene glycol dinitrate

. . . diethylene glycol

dinitrate

that combines high energy with extremely low sensi-

tivity to temperature changes.

For nitrated chemicals, propellants, explosive and

ignition materials, plus other specialty chemicals , . .

contact Propellex. Prices on request.

CHEMICAL DIVISION CHROMALLOY CORPORATION

P. O. BOX 187, EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS
PHONE EDWARDSVILLE 3400

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
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hotovoltaic converters only, according

) N. W. Snyder, of the Institute for

befense Analysis. "Power levels ex-

erted of the systems will immediately

kctate two design requirements," he

lid, "these being the stabilization

lethod and the array design."

• 100-watt dividing line—Those ve-

icles requiring less than 100 watts

ave been spin-stabilized, reducing com-

lexity of the stabilization subsystems,

[he increased number of solar cells re-

wired boosts both weight and cost of

le array by a factor of four, Snyder

lid. Pioneer, Explorer, Tiros, Transit,

fid Courier were designed in this

fanner.

Above 100 watts required power,

hide stabilization is necessary, with

ttendant solar orientation of solar ar-

iy panels. Designed in this fashion

re Midas, Samos, Ranger and Advent.

jhe 100-watt power requirement is not

q exact transition point from one
esign to another, Snyder said, adding

iat the weight of non-working solar

lis must be evaluated against the

eight of the orientation subsystems.

• Ranger system—Power system for

ie Ranger spacecraft was described

a paper by Jet Propulsion Laboratory

ientists. Using oriented silicon photo-

pltaic cells, the Ranger is equipped

lith an attitude control system to al-

w solar radiation to strike the cells

trtically.

]
Primary silver-zinc batteries provide

pwer during launch phase, prior to

|n acquisition, and during guidance

aneuvers when the solar power is

adequate to power the craft.

The solar cells convert solar radia-

>n—in the 0.4 to 1.4 micron wave-
igth region—to electrical energy,

lese cells are mounted in an alumi-

nm honeycomb support structure fab-

;:ated from 0.0007-in.-thick foil and
Imded into a 3/8-in.-high honeycomb
lurture by epoxy resin.

Sea-level earth efficiency of the cells

| about 12%. A six-mil-thick glass

|ver is epoxy bonded to the 1 x 2 cm
f\s to increase their emmissivity from
[<B3 to 0.85.

• Advent's power—A similar de-

Bled breakdown was given by Richard
I Karcher, of General Electric's Mis-
s's and Space Vehicle Department, for

ft Advent. The vehicle will be used
fi a network of communication satel-

lps in 24-hour orbits.

\
A constantly earth-oriented antenna

Mil be maintained by an attitude con-
Mi system. Power will come from
fflotovoltaic cells distributed over one
se of each of two paddles deployed
c opposite sides of the vehicle. Al-
tlmgh the paddles will be free to

Wate about one axis with respect to
|tj: sun, the entire vehicle will be

piped on each orbit to reorient the

fldles for the next pass. This is to

Ifllsiles and rockets, October 3, I960

avoid using slip rings in the assembly.

The flip action will take place at high

noon, and will involve a rotation about

one axis only.

Energy storage during non-illumi-

nated portions of the orbit will be ac-

complished with nickel-cadmium bat-

teries. The chosen orbit, of a modified

sinusoidal type, is expected to include

a maximum darkened period of 75

minutes.

As in the Ranger, Advent's paddles

are a series of laminations consisting

of a honeycomb base, solar cells, bond-

ing layer and glass cover. About 70
mils of fused silica are expected to be

required to provide adequate mass for

reducing ambient electron energy to

145 kev, the threshold of tolerance for

silica cells.

Based on a 28-volt system, the ar-

rays will contain about 70 cells in se-

ries, and the series strings then paral-

leled to produce the required power.
• Versatile SNAP—Uses of SNAP

systems in space vehicles over the next

10 years were spelled out by Atomics
International Div. of North American
Aviation. J. R. Wetch and J. G. Lund-
holm estimate that the first use of the

SNAP package will be with the Atlas-

Agena B vehicle, and that it will also

be used through the Saturn and Nova
series of boosters.

When the performance of the

SNAP packages was measured against

various payload and propulsion param-

eters, it was concluded that any of

the "workhorse" boosters expected to

be in use over the next decade could

easily boost a SNAP unit and a size-

able useful payload into various orbits

and trajectories.

Electrical propulsion, coupled with

a 3000-lb. SNAP system generating 70

kw, could place a useful payload of

1000 to 2000 lbs. into a 24-hour orbit

after being boosted by an Atlas-

Centaur, according to the authors, there

after leaving the entire SNAP package

free for wide-band communications

work. The electric propulsion device

could subsequently be used for orbit

corrections.

Two project engineers from the Alli-

son Division of General Motors pre-

sented a paper on Stirling cycle engines

for space power, pointing out that the

engine's characteristics are well suited

to application where engine efficiency

is a vital consideration in over-all system

weight. They specified satellite solar

power as a potential application.

M. D. Parker and C. L. Smith

pointed out the moderate temperatures

prevailing even at high efficiencies, and

the operating environment in which the

engine's moving parts operate, contrib-

uting to long life. They emphasized

that no breakthroughs are required and

that reliability is maximum.
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products and processes

Tape Controlled Milling Machine
The No. 200 Series "ECCOMILL"

Continuous Path, Tape Controlled

Milling & Profiling Machines, have been

developed by Ekstrom, Carlson & Co.

The series of the traveling table,

vertical spindle, bridge-type design,

covers a broad range of sizes with

multiple axis control.

Among its features are anti-back-

Submarine O Valve

A differential pressure-regulating

valve for submarine high-pressure elec-

trolytic oxygen generating systems has

been designed by The Garrett Corp.'s

AiResearch Manufacturing Division.

The unit is installed in a by-pass

line around a feedwater pump supply-

ing distilled water to electrolytic cells.

The valve can regulate 50 to 4000 psig

inlet water pressure to the cells, main-

taining a fixed differential of 50 ±5
psi above generated oxygen pressure

sensed by a valve bellows assembly.

Circle No. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

Quick Start 2-oz. Motor

A subminiature motor, measuring

1%2 in. long and weighing only two
ounces has been announced by The A.

W. Haydot Co.

Featurint almost instantaneous start-

ing and stopping characteristics, this

unidirectional or reversible 400-cycle

a. c. timing motor, designated as the

lash, recirculating, ball-bearing pre-

cision screws on each axis and anti-

friction, unit-type recirculating roller

bearings on the table. The saddle and

vertical slide operate on hardened and
ground ways and the DC Milling

Head provides continuously variable

spindle speeds from 15 to 6000 RPM.
Circle No. 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

25100 series, incorporates a phase-shift

network providing one winding ninety

degrees out of phase to assure rapid

starting, smooth operation, and ease of

reversal.

Circle No. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

Fibrous Titanate

"Tipersul," fibrous potassium titan-

ate, a new crystalline fiber material for

high-temperature applications, is avail-

able from E. I. DuPont de Nemours
& Co.

The small, white crystalline fibers

useful to 2200°F are available in lumps

and loose fibers, as well as blocks,

sheets and paper forms made by stand-

ard felting techniques. Curbed or odd

shapes are also available.

Circle No. 228 on Subscriber Service Card.

Environmental Refrigerant

Isotron 13 for low-temperature en-

vironmental refrigeration applications

is being produced by Pennsalt Chem-
icals Corp.

Isotron 13 (monochlorotrifluoro-

methane) can be used to product

temperatures below -100T. It will bi

particularly useful in low-temperatun

research and testing where exceptionalh

low environmental temperatures an

desired.

Circle No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

Center of Gravity Locater

An aid for the Vibration Test Lab

oratories, which can reduce set-up tim*

as much as 90%, is being marketer

under the name of "Cee-Gee Locator, 1

by Auto-Control Labs. Inc. The instant

ment quickly and accurately position

the center of gravity of test specimen

and fixture axially along the center o

force of the vibration exciter within 1'

gram-inches.

Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card. I

High Temperature Sensors

Aero Research Instrument Co. hs

developed a complete line of thermcj

couple-type temperature sensors for us

up to 4000° F.

The devices, of both non-cooled an)

cooled types, measure liquid, solid an

gaseous temperatures. Some of tl|

sensors are usable in oxidizing atnu!

sphere up to 4000°F and intermittent!)

higher.

These probes are designed for sucj

typical applications as measuring til

temperaures of exhaust gas in an aftej

burner, molten glass, fuel pins in t

nuclear reactor, missile nose cones ar*

combustion processes.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.
;

Cryogenic Ball Valve
Built to handle liquid oxygen inJ

missile fueling system, a KOEHLERj
Dayton ball valve from Koehler Aifl

craft Products Co. weighs approJfl

mately 1 100 lbs.

Valve body and full ball closmj

are of stainless steel; through prop";

choice of seal materials the unit raft

be quickly adapted to handle a wii

42 missiles and rockets, October 3, I?



ariety of liquids such as water alcohol

lixtures, liquid nitrogen, natural or

rnthetic lube fluids, hydraulic fluids,

id most fuels.

The valve actuator uses gaseous

itrogen as the operating medium and

licludes hermetically sealed limit

[Pitches to provide remote (electrical)

Indication of valve position.

J Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

hree-in-one Amplifier

A Model 1100 amplifier now avail-

ple from Cubic Corp. combines in one

ackage the features of three individual

pits: a differential-input wideband DC
Ijnplifier, a bridge balance circuit, and

1
1 well regulated strain-gauge power
:4>ply.

I In instrumentation applications

njiere a self-contained power supply is

||t essential, two DC amplifiers can be
cjmbined in a single unit, boosting

ftm 8 to 16 the number of amplifiers

[tat can be mounted abreast in a

fslndard 19-in. rack.

I I Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

[lny Servo Gearhectd

I A high-precision miniature servo

Hjarhead has recently been added to

U line of gearheads made by Exact

JBgineering and Manufacturing Co.

I Almost one thousand different ratios

m available from 3.08:1 to 16,384:1

|| Model Ell. These ratios are ob-

ttped by using from two to seven gear

Bpes, and a motor output pinion with

eier 10, 12, 13, or 15 teeth.

llCircle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.

E ryllium Monitor
glln conjunction with the U.K.A.E.A.,
fPpey Nucleonics Ltd. have produced
^portable radiation monitor, designed

id comfortable transportation by two
fa, capable of detecting beryllium in

w aggregate containing less than

1% BeO.
[Transistorised, shockproof and im-

Hvious to extremes of temperature

1 humidity, the equipment is pow-

ered by eight U2 type dry cells stored

in the monitor. The sensitivity is such

that 0.004% BeO doubles the normal
background rate.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

Sealed Rotary Switch

An RSA Rotary Switch has been

introduced by the Denver Division of

Hathaway Instruments, Inc.

The magnetically operated, hermet-

ically sealed contacts are rated at 10

million operations each at 100 ma
current. They are gold-plated for low
contact resistance and sealed in nitro-

gen for insurance against corrosion.

The contacts will interrupt up to 500
ma, 1 1 5v AC with a decrease in rated

life. Each contact is double-ended so

that circuits requiring isolated contacts

in a rotary switch configuration now
become feasible.

Circle No. 236 on Subscriber Service Card.

Ferrite Materials

Two recently developed ferromag-

netic materials, completing a series of

magnesium-manganese-aluminum fer-

rites, are now available to designers of

isolators, circulators, duplexers and
other microwave devices, from Motor-
ola Inc., Military Electronics Division.

Types M-092 and M-l 12 microwave
ferrites, complete a family of four fer-

rite materials designed for general non-

reciprocal device applications.

Circle No. 237 on Subscriber Service Card.

Miniature Strain Gage
The smallest temperature-compen-

sated strain gage accelerometer avail-

able has been developed by the Trans-

ducer Division of Consolidated Electro-

dynamics Corp., a subsidiary of Bell

& Howell Co.

The Type 4-202 is a linear, un-

bonded, strain-gage bi-directional in-

strument, designed for measuring ac-

celerations perpendicular to the mount-

ing surface. Weighing less than 3 oz..

the l-cu.-in. accelerometer's linearity

and hysteresis qualities are conserva-

tively rated at less than ±0.75% of

full-range output.

Circle No. 238 on Subscriber Service Card.

new literature

INSTRUMENT CATALOG—Statham
Instruments, Inc., has published a 32-

page General Catalog with concise de-

scriptions of Statham pressure transdu-

cers, linear and angular accelerometers,

load cells, amplifiers, power supplies,

bridge balances, strain gages and
force/ displacement transducers.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

TAPE ANALYZER—A four-page bul-

letin on the Automatic Tape Analyzer
is available from Graver Water Condi-
tioning Co., a division of Union Tank
Car Co. The bulletin, WC-127, covers

all facets of the unit, including method
and principle of operation, potential

applications and basic specifications for

the instrument, and the Milipore Fil-

ter
(R> tape used as the testing medium.

It also gives design data, including com-
ponents and materials of construction.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

LOAD CELL STANDARDS—An
eight-page Technical Bulletin TD-103
on precision high-capacity force stand-

ards has just been released by Gilmore

Industries, Inc. The bulletin discusses

the various types of secondary stand-

ards available for force measurement,

as well as the reasons why the confi-

dence factor decreases as the secondary

standard accuracy approaches the ac-

curacy of the primary standard.

Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Servica Card.

WINCHES AND HOISTS—Breeze
Corporations, Inc. has released a cata-

log file covering its line of winches and

hoists. All pertinent data and drawings

are shown for rescue hoists, heavy duty

cargo hoists, hook drives, hand-oper-

ated hoists, combination winches and

hoists and various hooks and accesso-

ries including a remote release cargo

hook.

Circle No, 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

MISSILE TRAINING AID GUIDE—
"A Guide To The Selection of Panel

Type Training Tools" has been made
available by Burton-Rodgers, Inc. The

book establishes procedures to use in

determining the type of missile trainer

required for specific applications. Over

20 photographs and many charts aid

the training coordinator.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

LANGUAGE LABORATORY— A
brochure outlining a new concept in

language laboratory components has

been published by Switchcraft, Inc. The
components offer a convenient, simpli-

fied, portable and low-cost language

laboratory set-up.

Circle No. 205 on Subscriber Service Card.
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contracts

NASA
Horkey-Moore Associates, a division of

Houston Fearless Corp., Torrance. Calif.,

for design and fabrication of a systems
test fixture for ground checkout of the
Ranger spacecraft. Amount not disclosed.

$2.771,720—Hayes Aircraft Corp., Birming-
ham, Ala., for fabrication of ground sup-
port equipment for the Saturn launch
complex at Cape Canaveral. (Augments a
$4,241,400 contract let Aug. 1 to Hayes.)

NAVY
$3,543.019—Remington Rand Univac Military

Div., St. Paul, for research and develop-
ment leading to an advanced computer
and hardware ($1,924,019) and continued
development of an electronic data proc-
essing system and related equipment
($1,619,000).

$2,000,000—General Electric Co., for produc-
tion of fire control directors for the
Tartar weapon system.

$1.100.000— Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua,
N.H.. for the Eagle missile seeker system
development program. Subcontract from
Bendix Corp.

$947,000—Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Elec-
tronic Tube Div., Pittsburgh, for spe-
cialized microwave tubes to be used in
the new Typhon weapon system. Sub-
contract.

$500,000—The American Optical Co., South-
bridge, Mass., for production of Mark 13
target detecting devices used on the
Sidewinder 1-C missile.

AIR FORCE

Northrop Corp. was awarded a multimillion-
dollar subcontract from The Martin Co.

for Titan base activation at Ellsworth
APB, S.D. Amount not disclosed.

$17.000,000—Thiokol Chemical Corp., Bristol,

Pa., for continuation of work on the
Minuteman first-stage solld-propellant
engine.

$7.500,000—Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,

Buffalo, for development and engineering
of the command communication sub-
system of the radio launch control sys-
tem for the Minuteman. Subcontract
from Boeing Airplane Co.'s Aero-Space
Div.

$6,000.000—Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Mon-
ica, for components, spare parts, engineer-
ing and technical data for the MB-1
Genie rocket.

$2,000.000—Lear, Inc., Santa Monica, for the
north-seeking gyro in connection with
the Minuteman. Subcontract from North
American Aviation, prime contract for the
guidance system.

$1,500,000—Pacific Automation Products, Inc.,

Glendale, Calif., for procurement of cus-
tom cabling to be used in the Atlas silo
bases. Subcontract from Convair Astro-
nautics.

$1,000.000—Space Technology Laboratories,
Los Angeles, for Project Advent, a com-
munications satellite.

$1.000.000—Leach Corp.'s Relay Div., Los
Angeles, for relays for the tactical launch
control equipment of the Atlas series
"E" missile. Subcontract from Hallamore
Electronics.

$1.000,000—General Electric's Rocket Engin
Section, Cincinnati, for research and de
velopment of the company's plug nozzl.

rocket engine concept.

$730,945—The M&T Co., Philadelphia, fo

non-personal services for on-site opera
tion, maintenance and supply supper
for SAGE utility systems. (Two con
tracts).

$500,000—Electradata Corp.'s Airite Div., Lo
Angeles, for production of titanium vea

sels for the Titan. Subcontract fror

The Martin Co., Denver.

$421,180—John E. Fast & Co., Chicago, fo

capacitors to be used in guidance an
control systems of the Minuteman. 9ub
contract from North American Aviatio

Inc.'s Autonetics Div.

$52.990—National Research Corp., Cambrldgi
Mass., for one year's study, constructlo
and experimentation on photoemlsslv
devices which convert the sun's energ

to electric power.

ARMY
The Budd Co.. Philadelphia, for develop

ment of high-performance solid-prope :

lant rocket motor cases. Amount n(|

disclosed.

North American Aviation, Inc., has awarde
its Rocketdyne Div. a contract for llni

ited production of solid-propellai

boosters to be used In fabrication an

!

flight testing of Redhead-Roadrunner, I

new target missile system. Amount ni.

disclosed.

$2,600,000—Hazeltine Corp., for 37 new tran
\

portable 40-ft. radar antennas.

$2,000,000—Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akro i

for additional work on the Nike-Zeus.

'

$1,500,000— Western Electric Co., New Yoil

City, for further work on the Nike-Zei

system.

$417,000—The Marquardt Corp.'s Cooper D I

velopment Div., Monrovia. Calif., for prlj

duction of 600 meteorological rock| ;

systems.

$409.841—International Builders of Florid,

Inc., Coral Gables, for construction
jj

buildings to be used In support of til

Polaris program.

I

MISCELLANEOUS
General Vacuum Corp., E. Boston, Mas I

for design and construction of a nej
large-scale vacuum facility. Awarded
General Electric's Research Laboratorii

$2,500,000—Fruehauf Trailer Co.'s MiliU

Equipment and Missile Products Di A
Detroit, for manufacture of various typijf

of ground support equipment.

—review

OPTICAL INDUSTRY DIRECTORY, 19

issue. The Optical Publishing Co. Lemj

Mass. $7.50.

About four hundred instruments, COI

ponents, raw materials, and services ii

portant to the optics industry are list(£

Current information concerning 12

American company sources capable

furnishing these items and a complt

catalog of all corrected lenses, both (

mestic and foreign, are included.

The scope of the Directory has be

considerably expanded over previc

issues. Photographic, photoelectric, a

infrared devices and advances in the

strumentation of space technology

ceive more detailed coverage.
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ACCURATELY, PORTABLY
INDISPENSABLE for series or unit air sampling - indoors or

out. Portable, yet stands up to heaviest usage. Weighs only

10 lbs. Comes equipped with standard 4" filter holder. Special

adapters available for 6"x9"; 8"xl0"; 12"xl2" and others.

Staplex Air Samplers are widely used to solve the many

diverse, exacting needs of leading industries. Also for indus-

trial hygiene and health departments, nuclear and missile

fields; manufacture and processing of beryllium products,

radioactive materials and all other industrial dusts and air

pollutants.

Let us help you solve your air sampling problems as we

have for thousands of users. Send for details.

THE STAPLEX COMPANY
772 FIFTH AVENUE • BROOKLYN 32, N. Y.

World's Largest Manufacturer of High Volume Air Samplers
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Writing & Editing

farts Listing

'Illustration

•Reproducible Copy

•Spare Parts Documentation

No matter what your answer, you must be

interested in reliability in service. But, in

the long run, reliability in service requires

reliability in service information.

This is where we come in. Our business is

the preparation of the technically adequate

and accurate service manuals demanded by the

military ... and desired by the manufacturer

to maintain his reputation for equipment reliability.

Spruce Technical Publications can provide complete

services for many types of military and commercial

manuals, and for diverse military technical documentation.

This is another service of American Aviation Publications.

Brochure available on request

SPRUCE TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

608 South Dearborn Street

Chicago 5, III.

A subsidiary of . . .

AMERICAN AVIATION PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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names in the news

LONGMIRE KARSCH HORTON STONE CROMPTON

Richard H. Horton: Joins National

Research Associates, Inc. as director of

Plans and Marketing. Was previously

supervisor of powerplant design at Gen-
eral Electric's Large Jet Engine Division.

Lt Gen. C. S. (Bill) Irvine (USAF-
ret.): Elected to the board of directors of

Idaho Maryland Industries, Inc. He is also

vice president and director of planning

of Avco Corp. and a director of Houston
Fearless Corp.

Harvey A. Druker and Victor Schwab:
Join Navigation Computer Corp. as ap-

plication engineers. Druker was formerly

project engineer on digital systems with

Briggs Associates, Inc.; Schwab was a

digital design engineer with Remington
Rand Univac.

Dr. Charles E. Crompton: Named di-

rector of the Advanced Development
Section in the Isotopic Power Department
of The Martin Co.'s Nuclear Division,

concerned with advanced applications of

radioisotopes as a source of heat and
electricity.

Myron D. Lockwood: Elected vice

president of Sperry Gyroscope Co. He
joined the firm in 1945 as a project

engineer and has been manager of the

Surface Armament Division since 1957.

Robert G. Nunn, Jr.: Former assistant

general counsel at NASA, appointed
special assistant to NASA administrator
T. Keith Glennan.

Dr. John H. Pearson: Appointed di-

rector of advance research planning for

Allied Chemical's General Chemical Di-
vision.

Herbert L. Karsch: Former manager
of Aerospace operations for General
Motors Corp.'s Defense Systems Divi-

sion, joins Ford Motor Co.'s Aeronutronic
Division as manager of Space Technology
Operations' Space Systems. He succeeds
Ralph P. Morgan, named special assistant

to Dr. Donal B. Duncan, general opera-
tions manager.

Lt. Gen. Charles «. Stone, III (USAF-
ret.): Appointed a vice president of

American Brake Shoe Co. and a group

executive for the companies newly-formed

Hydraulics Group. He will have overall

responsibility for two divisions, Denison

Engineering and Kellogg, and two sub-

sidiaries, Raymond Atchley, Inc., and
Hydel, Inc.

C. Edward Bold: Named manager-
marketing operation for the General Elec-

tric Co.'s Special Programs Section. Was
formerly manager-sales for the defense

system-oriented section.

Stuart E. Weaver and Harry B. Home:
Elected vice presidents of The Marquardt
Corp. Weaver, former vice-president,

engineering, for Northrop Corp.'s Radio-
plane Div., will be in charge of market-
ing research; Home will continue as di-

rector of corporate planning.

Thomas H. Mansfield: Former man-
ager of Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Guidance
and Controls Dept., appointed chief

engineer at Servomechanisms/Inc.

Henry S. Loeber: Named sales man-
ager to direct the marketing of Chester
Cable Corp.'s products.

Milton Jennis: Formerly manager of
manufacturing engineering of W. L. Max-
son Corp., joins the Cross-Malaker
Laboratories of Mountainside, N.J., as

projects director.

Robert V. Schmidt: Former vice presi-

dent of United Research Inc., appointed
chief of Research Marketing for North-
rop Corp.'s Norair Division.

Dr. Conrad L. Longmire: Former
alternate division leader of the Theoretical
Division of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion's Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
joins the staff of the Avco-Everett Re-
search Laboratory. He will be engaged in

research pertaining to ballistic missile

defense.

Irwin Klugler: Joins Computer Sys-

tems, Information Technology Division

of Lockheed Electronics Co. as a senior

mathematician assigned to the Mathe-
matical Analysis Dept. Was formerly with

Technical Operations, Inc. involved in

work on Project Omega.

Frank W. Lehan: Space Electron

Corp. received the annual IRE Pro

sional Group on Space Electronics

Telemetry award in recognition of

"valuable contributions to space el

tronics and telemetry." The award, b
on Lehan's work in phase-locked 1

receivers and narrow-band informati

transmission systems, was made at re

PGSET Symposium.

Walter W. Kunde, Jr.: Former direct^

of engineering for Communication Acce!

sories Co., named chief engineer <l

Hermetic Seal Transformer Co.'s Texii

Components Division.

Edward J. Verity: Appointed managd
of the marketing research department ij

Garlock, Inc. Was formerly vice presidei!

and general manager of Clayton Skifj

Inc., Toms River plant.

John K. Rondou: Former vice presi

dent and general manager named presi

dent and general manager of ComputiJ

Measurements Co., a division of Pacif .3

Industries.

Earl J. Handly: Promoted to the newl;

created post of division planning managil

for Raytheon Co.'s Industrial Componen,
Division. Was formerly market plannirj

manager for the division.

Norman Burstem: Former sales mail

ager of Temperature Engineering Cor]'

elected vice president-marketing.

Dr. Charles R. Kelly: Member of tl

professional staff of Dunlap and Assi,

ciates, Inc., appointed director of tfl

corporation's experimental laboratory. 1

Gilford K. Johnson: Appointed exectJ

tive vice president of Chance Vought Ai
;

craft Inc. He has been with the compatj'

for the past 10 years and was a key ma";

in the firm's recent diversification activt':

ties.

Jack H. Zillman: Elected vice presj

dent of Consolidated Electrodynamiifp

Corp.'s data processing divisions, rl
sponsible for operations of Consolidatedfj)

Datalab, DataTape, Transducer and Eleijjjj

tro Mechanical Instruments. Was pri
viously vice president and general mar},.;

ager of Daystrom, Inc.'s Pacific Divisio!||
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when and where-

OCTOBER

Mh National Seminar of American

||
Society for Industrial Security, Statler

Hilton Hotel, Dallas, Oct. 3-5.

liritute of Radio Engineers, Professional

Group on Communications Systems,

Sixth National Communications Sym-

posium, Utica, N.Y., Oct. 3-5.

IE Annual Meeting of the Professional

Group on Nuclear Science, "Solid

State Radiation Detectors," co-

[j
sponsored by Oak Ridge National

1 1 Lab., Gatlinburg, Tenn., Oct. 3-5.

Bth Conference on Radio Interference

[I Reduction, Sponsors: Armour Re-

|l search Foundation, U.S. Army, U.S.

|
Navy, USAF, IRE Professional Group

11 on Radio Frequency Interference,

H Chicago, Oct. 4-6.

Kir -
fiefing Session on Opportunities in Space-

[jAge Technology, American Manage-

f
ment Association, Hotel Astor, New
York City, Oct. 5-7.

42nd National Metal Exposition and
Congress, Trade and Convention
Center, Philadelphia, Oct. 17-21.

jierican Ceramic Society, Refractories

Division, Bedford Springs Hotel, Bed-

ford, Pa., Oct. 6-8.

Bush Institution of Radio Engineers,

[jsW Section, Aviation Electronics and

( Its Industrial Applications, Bristol

I College of Science and Technology,

I Oct. 7-8.

alviE Rubber and Plastics Conference,

|j|Lawrence Hotel, Erie, Pa., Oct. 9-12.

Actional Electronics Conference and Ex-

hibition. Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Oct.

| 10-1 2.

AS Human Factors and Bioastronautics

I Conference, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton,

llohio, Oct. 10-12.

i«ery of Automotive Engineers, National

Aeronautic Meeting, Ambassador
I Hotel, Los Angeles, Oct. 10-14.

II/ASQC Reliability Training Confer-

IJence, Southwest Area, Lake Texoma
IjLodge, Kingston, Okla., Oct. 10-15.

A erican Vacuum Society, Seventh

u National Symposium, Cleveland-Shera-

Ifton Hotel, Cleveland, Oct. 12-14.

iA erican Ceramic Society, Glass Divi-

1 jsion, Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford,

pa., Oct. 12-14.

Aerican Society for Quality Control,

1 tt5th Midwest Conference, Broadview
Hotel, Wichita, Kan., Oct. 14-15.

Sejiery for Photographic Scientists and
Engineers, Revolution in High-Speed
Processing, Oct. 14-15.

AifE-ASLE Lubrication Conference,

Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston, Oct. 17-

19.

lot Meeting, Institute of the Aero-
lautical Sciences and Canadian Aero-
lautical Institute, Queen Elizabeth

Hotel, Montreal, Oct. 17-18.

American Ceramic Society, 13th Pacific

Coast Regional Meeting, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, Oct. 18-21.

Conference on Hypervelocity Projection

Techniques, University of Denver, In-

stitute of the Aeronautical Sciences,

Denver, Oct. 20-21.

ASME-American Society of Mining,

Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers,

Fuels Conference, Daniel Boone Hotel,

Charleston, W.Va., Oct. 24-25.

Medical and Biological Aspects of the

Energies of Space Symposium, spon-

sored by USAF Aerospace Medical

Center, (ATC) Granada Hotel, San
Antonio, Tex. Oct. 24-26.

Sixth Annual IRE Electron Devices Meet-
ing, Shoreham Hotel, Washington,

D.C., Oct. 26-27.

NOVEMBER

First National Die Casting Exposition and
Congress, Detroit Artillery Armory,
Detroit, Nov. 8-11.
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editorial

The Issue of Space and Defense:

How Long Must It Be Ignored?

THE OPEN LETTER on Page 10 of this issue

asks that both candidates for President bring

the space /defense issue out into the open; that

they make known their views clearly and un-

equivocally.

The hour grows late. We strongly suggest that

the second televised debate on October 7 is not

too soon to start.

When the President made his speech at what

has been called the "rump summit" at the United

Nations last week, he must have been acutely

conscious of his nation's weakness in defense and

space exploration—two vital areas where Russia

is strong.

This may explain why at certain points he

was weak where he could have been strong and

indecisive where he could have been sure.

Were he secure in our military strength and

certain of its superiority, Mr. Eisenhower might

have felt unembarrassed in leaving an opening

for a reconciliation with the leader of the Soviets.

Were we not all wondering at just what mo-
ment the Russians will announce their next

spectacular space triumph, he might have been

more realistic in his proposals governing space.

The truth is that we are not strong enough
in either area—defense or space conquest—to be

forthright.

What is equally important, neither candidate

seeking to be the next President has made these

subjects an issue for the campaign and neither

has clearly set forth his stand on them nor seems
inclined to.

Mr. Kennedy has remarked vaguely that we
must spend more money to build up our defenses.

Mr. Nixon seems to feel that if he doesn't

mention the problem it will go away.

In his remarks at the U. N., Mr. Eisenhower
made four proposals for space: that there should

be no territorial claims to celestial bodies; no
warlike activities on these bodies; that there

should be no weapons of mass destruction per-

mitted in space; that the U. N. should verify in

advance all launchings.

The daily press referred to his remarks as

declaring space "off limits" to the military. The
effects of that are already apparent. Certain offi-

cials at NASA are now wary of admitting that

they participate in explorations carried out by

the military, fearful of Administration dis-

pleasure.

The truth is that just as missiles have become
synonomous with defense, so has defense become
forever linked with space.

Space has a strategic value beyond our pres-

ent comprehension. Every indication points to the

fact that the Russians understand this only too

well. They are not concerned with weather fore-

casting, with reconnaissance (which they don't

need) or with communications. They are con-

cerned with getting man into space, man on the

moon. These achievements have strategic value.

Our national goal has been "space for peace-

ful purposes."

We suggest that "freedom of space" would

be a better goal.

Freedom of Space, like freedom of the seas,

denotes regulation, security and equality of usage.

"Peaceful purpose" could mean what Khrush-

chev defines it to mean if his nation gets there

first with enough strength to keep others out.

The world didn't get freedom of the seas by

wishful thinking and we won't get freedom of

space that way either. We'll get it by being strong

enough to defend freedom there.

IF THIS DEFENSE of the freedom of space

can be under the aegis of the United Nations,

as it should be, that is fine. But who will provide

the United Nations with the weapons and the

space force necessary to do the policing? The
Russians? Perish the thought.

This issue of defense and space is not remote

and it should not be dealt with vaguely. It is an

immediate problem. It may soon be a matter of

survival.

Clarke Newlon
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X-15
Through 20 successful powered flights . .

.

[he X-15 with Thiokols XLR 11 engine has

)roven feasibility of rocket driven aircraft,

speeds in excess of Mach 3, and altitudes

)ver 100,000 ft. were attained in early

esting. In liquid and solid rocket propulsion

ystems, Thiokol means reliability!

'rime contractor: North American. Propulsion contractor: Thiokol.

THIOKOL
~Jf**oAzo€® CHEMICAL CORPORATION, BRISTOL, PENNSYLVANIA

Rocket Operations Center: Ogden, Utah

X-15 engine produced at Reaction Motors Division



ELECTRO INSTRUMENTS
can meet your systems needs NOW..,
with HARDWARE,
NOT PROMISES!

Systems shown here are typical of more than 200 designed and
built by EI and now in use. They range in complexity from data

logging systems for automatic scanning, measurement and record-

ing of data from multiple transducers... to high speed, automatic

checkout systems for missile and aircraft... to systems for auto-

mating industrial processes.

Because of the EI modular design approach, many of these

systems can be delivered on virtually an off-the-shelf basis, elim-

inating the long delivery times usually associated with system

development. This approach also results in a low cost system

because the modules are manufactured in large quantities. Cost

is almost a linear function of performance capabilities desired.

Why not talk over your digital system requirements with your

EI Sales Engineer? His system experience will be a valuable help

in solving your problem.

Sub system for the ground support

equipment on the B-58 Hustler

program. Measures AC and DC single-

ended voltages and ratios, and AC
and DC differential voltages and

traiwients. Chosen for its excellent

operating characteristics under

adverse environments.

Multi-purpose digital system for measuring a

variety of transistor parameters while the transistors

are being subjected to environmental testing.

Digital read-out sub-system of a large,

automatic, transistor production
checkout system.

you get MORE
with EI systems!
MORE VERSATILITY-ACand DC volt-

ages, AC and DC voltage ratios, ohmic
resistances, capacitance, frequency, phase,

inductance, time, or combinations of these

basic input quantities can be accepted by

the EI system.

MORE RELIABILITY- Maximum use is

made of solid-state and MIL-type compo-

nents which are designed into conserva-

tively-rated, field-proven circuits. All

vendor-supplied parts are exhaustively

tested and evaluated.

MORE F LEXI Bl LITY— Expansion of the

EI system can be made by simply adding

appropriate new modules. This approach

eliminates new engineering development
costs each time needs change; minimizes

system obsolescence.

3540 AERO COUR1|
SAN DIESO 11, CAL 'Electro Instruments, Inc. Is

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING AC/DC VOLTAGES, AC/DC RATIOS, RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE, AND FREQUENCY • X-Y RECORDERS & ACCESSORIES DC AMPLIFHj
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